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Palavras Chave Tomografia por emissão de Positrões, efeito de paralaxe, elevada resolução

espacial, tomografos PET de baixo custo.

Resumo A crescente procura por tomógrafos PET para estudos pré-clínicos aliada

ao elevado custo destes equipamentos, fez aumentar o interesse no

desenvolvimento de novos sistemas de elevada performance a baixo custo,

possibilitados pelos novos desenvolvimentos tecnológicos na industria de

deteção de radiação. Dois sistemas de baixo custo são apresentados no

âmbito deste trabalho.

O primeiro é o DRIM-PET, um tomógrafo PET com melhorada resolução

espacial através da determinação do ponto de interação da radiação γ nos

detetores. A correção do efeito de paralaxe é feita usando MPPCs e fibras

conversoras de luz para deteção da luz, mantendo um reduzido número

de detetores. É apresentada a caracterização experimental de uma célula

unitária do DRIM-PET como prova de conceito, onde a resolução espacial na

determinação do ponto de interação obtida é da ordem de 7 mm.

O outro tomógrafo PET apresentado é o EasyPET 3D, com capacidade de

aquisição de imagens em 3D e espectroscopia de raios γ. O uso de um

sistema de rotação das células detectoras para aquisição de imagens permite

reduzir o número de células, mantendo elevada resolução em posição, da

ordem de 1.5 mm, para um campo de visão variável até 60 mm, reduzindo o

custo do equipamento. A qualidade de imagem do dispositivo foi avaliada

usando a norma NEMA NU-2008, o protótipo comercial apresentado e as

primeiras aquisições pré-clínicas com 18F-FDG e 18F-NaF apresentadas, em

imagens do cérebro e do esqueleto em ratos, respetivamente.

Finalmente, o desenvolvimento de uma plataforma de simulação para o

primeiro sistema EasyPET (2D), comercializado pela empresa CAEN, SpA,

permite que estudantes executem tarefas simples que simulam as aquisições

experimentais, como o efeito de diferentes janelas de tempo e energia para

a imagem reconstruida, para fontes radioativas colocadas em diferentes

localizações no FOV. A plataforma pode ser incluída no pacote EduGATE

como um módulo suplementar.





Keywords Positron Emission Tomography, parallax effect, high spatial resolution, low cost

PET scanners

Abstract The growing demand for PET scanners in preclinical studies combined with

the high cost of those equipments increased the interest in the development of

new high performance and low cost system, made possible due to the recent

technological developments in the industry of radiation detection. Is this work,

we present two low cost PET scanners.

The first is the DRIM-PET, a PET scanner with improved spatial resolution

through the determination of the depth-of-interaction of the γ photons

in the detectors, correcting the parallax effect. The use of MPPCs

and wavelength-shifting fibers for light detection allows to reduce the

number of components, reducing the device cost. We present the

performance characterization of an unitary cell of the DRIM-PET system, as a

proof-of-concept, and we report a depth-of-interaction resolution of the order

of 7 mm.

The other PET scanner presented is the EasyPET 3D, with capabilities of

acquire volumetric images and execute γ spectroscopy. The use of a rotation

system for the detecting cells allows to reduce the number of cells thus

reducing the cost of the device, keeping high spatial resolution bellow 1.5 mm,

uniform along the FOV, which is variable up to 60 mm. Image quality was

evaluated using the NEMA NU-2008 standard, the commercial prototype for

the first time shown and the first preclinical acquisitions are shown for 18F-FDG

and 18F-NaF, for mouse brain and skeleton imaging, respectively.

Finally, the development of a simulation toolkit written in GATE for the

EasyPET prototype (2D), commercialized by the Italian company CAEN, SpA,

allows students to perform simple tasks the simulate experimental procedures

such as the evaluation of the effect of different coincidence time and energy

windows for the reconstructed image, for radioactive sources at different

locations within the FOV. The platform can be included in the official code

EduGATE as a supplementary module.
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Glossary

DOI Longitudinal Depth-of-interaction of the

511 keV γ photons in the scintillators.

DRIM-PET Dual-ended Readout Innovative Method for

Positron Emission Tomography.

EasyPET Positron Emission Tomography concept

based on two rotating detecting modules.

EduGATE A GATE collection of basic examples to

introduce students to the fundamental

physical aspects of medical imaging devices.

FDG Fludeoxyglucose, a glucose molecule in

which a Fluorine-18 radioisotope replaces a

hydroxyl group.

GATE GEANT4 Application for Tomography

Emission, such as PET.

GEANT4 Monte Carlo toolkit for the simulation of the

passage of particles through matter.

LOR Line of response defined by the combined

trajectories of the 511 keV annihilation γ

photons.

LYSO Lutetium-yttrium oxyorthosilicate is a scin-

tillator crystal used in PET scanners.
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x Glossary

ML-EM Maximum-Likelihood Maximization Esti-

mation is an iterative method for image

reconstruction.

MPPC Multi-Pixel Proportional Counter, a Silicon

Photomultiplier from Hamamatsu.

OSEM Ordered Subsets Expectation Maximization

is a modified version (with faster conver-

gence) of the ML-EM iterative method for

image reconstruction.

PET Positron Emission Tomography.

PMT Photon Multipler Tube, a photon counting

device widely used.

Sinogram Spatial representation of the LORs in

polar coordinates. Also known as Radon

Transform.

SiPM Silicon Photomultiplier, a photon counting

state-of-the-art device.

WLS Wavelength shifting fibers are optical fibers

with special fluorescent dyes that ab-

sorb violet/blue photons and emit in the

blue/green region.



Introduction
Since the beginning of the century 20th, when George Charles de Hevesy found

that radioactive traces participate in metabolic processes and could be used to obtain

functional images of the body, the way how the diagnostic and treatment of several

diseases was made completely changed. Technological breakthroughs lead to the

development of several imaging techniques for Medicine such as Positron Emission

Tomography (PET), born from the pioneer work of Michel Matthew Ter-Pogossian,

and addressed in this PhD thesis.

The use of PET as an imaging technique goes beyond it’s clinical use for humans.

Part of the PET studies are made with small animals, to study new radioactive

compounds, new therapies and to understand diseases, predominantly in the field

of Oncology, Neurology and Cardiology.

The demand of low cost and high performance equipments for preclinical

studies is the motivation of this thesis, since the commonly available devices are

expensive (in some cases close to 1M€), what makes the technology not fairly

accessible. We propose in this work two concepts of low cost PET scanners for small

animals, addressing the problem of the cost of the existent devices.

This PhD thesis is divided in 4 main chapters. In chapter 1 Principles of

Positron Emission Tomography, a generic introduction to the physical principles

and technology behind the PET technique is made, and can be used as a quick

reference for those readers who are not familiar with the specificities related to PET

as an imaging technique.

Chapter 2 is about one of the low cost small animal PET scanners proposed.

The DRIM-PET is based on traditional cylindrical PET scanners, with parallax

correction capability. The proposed concept is made by a ring of scintillator

detectors and a set of wavelength shifting fibers and silicon photomultiplers, what

allowed to reduce the number of physical components, simplifying the readout

electronic and thus reducing development and production costs.

Chapter 3 describes the EasyPET 3D, the other low cost PET scanner developed

during this thesis. The EasyPET concept was first developed as an educational tool

to teach high-school and undergraduate students about the principles of radiation

detectors and the PET as an imaging technique, using only two rotating detectors,

1



2 Glossary

using a patented acquisition method, capable of 2D images and successfully

licensed to the international company CAEN, SpA. The good results obtained with

the first prototype, namely the absence of parallax effect and the state-of-the-art

spatial resolution, both due to the innovative rotating acquisition method, combined

with the reduced number of components used, triggered the development of a low

cost 3D system with improved capabilities. This system is intended to be used

in two different applications. The first is for training future health professionals

that will use PET scanners in preclinical or clinical practices in their careers.

This demands a simple EasyPET 3D device, presented in this thesis. The other

application is for preclinical studies in small animals, with a more complex and

high performance EasyPET 3D system, which is currently under development.

Chapter 4 is about the EasyPET EduGATE toolkit, a simulation toolkit that was

developed to simulate the first EasyPET prototype, licensed to CAEN. It is based in

GATE, a GEANT4 application used manly for studies in tomographic emission and

radiotherapy. This toolkit mimics the experimental procedure that students perform

at the classroom using the first EasyPET: study of a simple radiation detector and

basic 2D imaging of radioactive sources. Our goal is to integrate this toolkit in the

EduGATE project, an education section of the official GATE code, as an educative

toolbox of a real commercial device.

The last chapter is the Conclusions chapter, in which the main results achieved

during this thesis are highlighted, the ongoing work described and the some

prospects for the future work discussed.



CHAPTER 1

Principles of Positron Emission

Tomography

3



4 Principles of Positron Emission Tomography

1.1 PET as a Nuclear Imaging technique

Positron emission tomography (PET) is a tomographic technique that allows

volumetric reconstruction of a radioactive (positron emitter) material inside an

object of study. PET distinguishes from other imaging techniques mainly in the

origin and type of radiation used. While in other techniques, the radiation is

produced in a machine outside the body, in PET and SPECT (Single Photon Emission

Tomography, another nuclear imaging technique, not discussed here) it’s origin

is a radioactive decay of a radiopharmaceutical injected in the blood flow of the

subject[1]. In this radioactive process, a positron is produced as a product of a

β+ decay. Once this positron meet an electron in the surrounding tissues, an

annihilation occurs and two γ photons are emitted, in opposite directions and

with a well defined energy (511 keV), being both needed for image reconstruction,

while other techniques often relies in single photon detection, such as Radiography,

Computed Tomography (CT) or SPECT. The detection process of the two γ photons

originated in the same annihilation is called a coincidence detection. A schematic

representation of the whole process is depicted in Figure. 1.1.

To correlate the path travelled by the back-to-back γ photons and the annihilation

origin, the first step is detecting these two γ photons. In a 2D configuration, the use

of a circular array of γ ray detector modules allows to cover a solid angle of 2π (thus

Figure 1.1 a) Schematics of a coincidence event originated by a β+ decay.

A curved arrow represents the positron path in the tissue until annihilation.

The effective distance travelled by the positron d is known as positron

range. Two back-to-back γ photons are emitted as result of the annihilation,

represented by the dashed arrows. γ rays detectors are represented by the

circular dashed line. Image from[2]
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maximizing the detection probability).

For the representation of each γ photons trajectory, it is important to define an

appropriate coincidence time window. The two γ photons travel inside the tissues

closer to the speed of light, which means that they should be detected within a

coincidence window of few picoseconds up to nanoseconds due to the distances

between detection modules used in PET scanners (bellow 1 meter).

When two γ detector modules are triggered within this coincidence time

window, the line between the two modules is assumed to be the trajectory of the

two γ photons, and is called Line of Response (LOR). The annihilation process took

place in some point along the LOR. The repetition of this process allows to represent

several different LORs. To find out the most likely distribution of the radioactive

material, the superposition of those LORs on an image will enhance regions with

more LORs density, where the radioactive material is accumulated, thus allowing a

spatial representation of it’s location. If this radioisotope is part of a molecule that

binds with some specific type of cells, it is possible to map their concentration and

distribution inside the body, without the need of invasive procedure like surgery.

1.2 Physical principles in PET

PET is a multidisciplinary technique, which requires knowledge of different

scientific and technology fields, in particular physics, in order to produce useful

data. The understanding of phenomena related with radioactive events, radiation

interaction in matter, signal acquisition, among others, is mandatory for the

development and use of PET scanners. In this section, a brief description of these

topics is presented.

1.2.1 Radionuclides and β+ decay

The basic physical principle of the PET as an imaging technique is the β+ decay

that originates the positron. This decay occurs when an unstable radioisotope with

proton excess undergoes in a nuclear β+ reaction described by Eq. 1.1

p −→ n+ β+ + ν (1.1)

where the proton originates a neutron, a positron (β+) and a neutrino ν. The positron

finds an electron in the medium and both annihilate, originating two γ photons,

with 511 keV of energy, emitted in opposite directions. A simple scheme of the

process is shown in Fig. 1.2.
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++ +
+

++ +

β+

ν

γ1, 511 keV

γ2, 511 keV

β+e−

Figure 1.2 β+ decay scheme, followed by positron-electron annihilation.

Adapted from [3].

Figure 1.3 Fludeoxyglucose is a molecule similar to Glucose, where a

hydroxyl group has been replaced by a fluorine radionuclide, keeping the

original biological function. Image from[4].

Although the positron emission is the basis of the PET imaging, it is only useful

when the radioisotope, the radioactive material, is part of a biologically active

molecule, i.e. a molecule that actively participate in biological functions of the cells.

When a radioisotope is attached to that molecule, the ensemble is called

a radiotracer. The most used radioisotope in PET is the Fluorine-18 (18F).

It is normally attached to a glucose molecule by replacing a hydroxyl group,

originating Fludeoxyglucose (FDG), or simply 18F-FDG. A scheme of the molecular

arrangement of 18F-FDG is depicted in Fig. 1.3.

Another radioisotopes used in PET are listed on table 1.1, such as the Carbon-11

(11C), Nitrogen-13 (13N) and Oxygen-15 (15O).

The great advantage of these four radioisotopes is ease of incorporate them

in biomolecules present in human body. Carbon-11, Nitrogen-13 and Oxygen-15

replaces stable Carbon-12, Nitrogen-14 and Oxygen-16 in biomolecules without

changing its biological function and environmental chemical relations, while

Fluorine-18 can substitute an hydroxyl group.

Although the use of Carbon-11, Nitrogen-13 and Oxygen-15 is of the greatest

interest in PET , a drawback is their relatively short half-life time (only few minutes).
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Table 1.1 PET common radioisotopes and some properties. Adapted

from[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]

Radioisotope
Half-life

(minutes)

β+ Energy

(MeV, max)

Mean Positron

Range ([FWHM]

mm, in water)

Carbon-11 20.4 0.96 1.1

Nitrogen-13 9.98 1.2 1.5

Oxygen-15 2.03 1.7 2.5

Fluorine-18 110 0.64 0.6

Rubidium-82 1.25 3.4 5.9

Copper-62 9.74 1.3 -

Gallium-68 68.3 1.9 2.9

Iodine-122 3.62 3.1 -

Iodine-124 6019.2 0.97 3

Sodium-22 2.6 (years) 0.54 0.6

These radioisotopes are produced in cyclotrons, facilities that are both expensive

and high technological, and need to be built in the hospital or research centres, to

make possible to use the radiotracer within their very short life time. Even if a

cyclotron is available in the facilities, the short half-life of the radiotracers limits

their use to biological processes of short duration.

Compared with other radioisotopes, Fluorine-18 has a half-life near two hours,

what allows it’s use in hospitals and research centres that don’t have a cyclotron, and

in studies of longer metabolic processes that other radioisotopes are not capable of.

The relative short mean positron range is also an advantage, larger positron ranges

degrade final image quality.

Other radioisotopes such as Rubidium-82, Gallium-68 and Copper-62 are also

used in PET. They share the particularity of being produced not directly by a

cyclotron, but instead as a result of the decay of a previously synthesized radioactive

parent, as depicted in Table 1.2. This process allows the storage of the parent, with

a continuously production of the daughter radionuclide, used for the PET scan,

during several hours or days after the original synthesis at the cyclotron.
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Table 1.2 Parent and daughter radionuclides used for PET. Adapted

from[5]

Parent Daughter

Strontium-82 (half-life 25 days) Rubidium-82 (half-life 1.25 min)

Germanium-68 (half-life 275 days) Gallium-68 (half-life 68.3 min)

Zinc-62 (half-life 9.13 hours) Copper-62 (half-life 9.74 min)

Gallium-68 and Copper-62 are metal radioisotopes with applications in oncology

[5]. Rubidium-82, which can replace Potassium in some biomolecules, has a short

half-life time of 1.25 minutes, and its main field of application is in cardiology, for

myocardial perfusion imaging[4].

Iodine-122 labelled radiotracers for brain studies were a hot topic at the end of

the 20th century[6], but little information is found about it’s use nowadays. On the

contrary, Iodine-124 importance in been growing recently, in part due to the long

half-life of about 4 days. Useful applications are found in different fields, such as

diagnosis of thyroid disease, cardiac imaging and oncology[11].

Finally, Sodium-22 and Germanium-68 are also used in PET scans, not for

radiotracers production, but as scanners calibration sources, since it is a β+ emitter

with a relatively long half-life time, longer than 2 years.

Due to the increasing importance of the radiotracers for the imaging quality and

capabilities in PET, the study and development of new radiotracers is one of the

main research fields.

1.2.2 Interactions of Charged Particles with Matter

When charged particles, like electrons and positrons, pass through matter

several interactions may occur along their path, due to interactions with the

surrounding medium. Those interactions may result in energy conservation of the

particle or energy transfer from the particle to the matter, with or without radiative

emission.

The particle energy loss is a consequence of Coulomb interactions between the

charged particle and the atoms.

Electrons and positrons, having the save mass, acquire similar trajectories

between collisions, despite of their opposite charge. High energy loss can happen
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in a single collision or during several collisions, in a process that is independent

of the charge of the particle. The major difference between the drift of electrons

and positrons in the matter is essentially seen at the end of the trajectory, when the

particles have lost almost all the kinetic energy: while the electron just thermalized

at the end of the trajectory, the positron will interact with one of the electrons present

in the matter, and both will undergo a process called pair annihilation, resulting in

the emission of two gamma photons, with the same energy and almost opposite

directions.

Energy loss through radiative emission

When charged particles pass through matter, two processes can cause energy

loss through radiative emission.

One process is called Cherenkov radiation emission. It occurs when charged

particles pass through matter with a velocity higher than the speed of light on that

material, v = c/n, where c is the speed of light in vacuum and n is the refraction

index of the medium. Radiation is emitted as an electromagnetic shockwave, under

a continuous spectrum of polarized photons with a fixed direction in respect to the

particle direction. This originates the Cherenkov radiation[12].

The other process originates Bremsstrauhlung radiation. When the particle passes

close to a nucleus, a deceleration and deflection of the particle direction occurs due

to the electromagnetic field of the nucleus. This originates an energy loss through

the emission of a continuous energy spectrum called Bremsstrauhlung radiation. It is

more likely to occur for charged particles with small mass (positrons and electrons)

and for drift mediums with high atomic number Z[13].

The energy loss through radiative emission is more frequent for particles with

higher energies than typical energies of the particles enrolled in PET physics, and

the energy loss for those particles is dominated by inelastic collisions with atoms of

the medium.

Inelastic collisions: Ionizations and Excitations

The most likely way for charged particles to loose energy through interactions

with matter are inelastic collisions with surrounding atoms.

Excitations are more probable than ionizations, even at high energies. In

excitations, the energy transferred to the atom is dissipated in atomic/molecular
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vibrations or emission of low energy photons (whose wavelength is between the

infrared and the ultraviolet regions of the electromagnetic spectrum)

For the case of ionizations, the energy is dissipated by the ejection of an electron

of a given shell of the electron cloud, with low energy (few eV) and rapidly

thermalized in the medium. In the case of ionizations with internal shells of the

electron cloud, an emission of an X-Ray or an Auger electron, with energy of the

order of few eV, is also possible.

Elastic collisions - multiple elastic Coulomb scattering

The majority of the Coulomb collisions with the nucleus are elastic due to the

nucleus heavy mass. Therefore, particles that undergo this type of collisions change

their direction rather than losing energy. Electrons and positrons, due to their

relatively small mass, suffer large deviations on their trajectory in such collisions.

β+ particles range

The positron range in matter is dependent of several factors: it increases with

positron energy at the moment of the β+ decay and decreases with the density of

the material crossed by the positron. As an example, in water the average range

of a positron varies from 0.85 mm e 4.10 mm, depending of the initial energy of the

positron[3].

The energy and direction of the annihilation γ photons depends on the

conditions prior to annihilation, as depicted in Fig 1.4.

When the positron, not yet thermalized in the matter i.e., with high kinetic

energy, finds an electron, at rest or with a certain energy, and immediately

annihilates, an in-flight annihilation occurs (Fig 1.4a)[14, 15, 16]. Due to the

conservation laws, the two photons can be emitted with a certain angle θ between

their directions and with different energies, E1 and E2. In-flight annihilation

is not the most frequent process, and usually the positron loses all its energy

through collisions before annihilation. When the positron has sufficiently low

energy, of the order of few eV, in the presence of an electron, they start to orbit a

common centre of mass, and an exotic atom called positronium is formed[17, 18] and

positron-electron annihilation occurs after the positronium formation. Prior to the

annihilation, the positron and electron are at rest in their referential system, and

the two γ photons originated are emitted with the same energy (E0=m0c
2=511 keV),

in opposite directions (Fig 1.4b). However, in practical applications, the pair
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γ1,E1

γ2,E2

β+ e− θ

(a)

γ1,E0

γ2,E0

β+e−

180°

(b)

γ1,E0

γ2,E0

β+e−

180°±∆θ

(c)

Figure 1.4 a) During an in-fligth annihilation, the positron has high

momentum so the annihilation photons are not emmitted with anti-parallel

trajectories. b) An annihilation with both particles at rest, the γ photons are

emitted in perfect anti-parallel trajectories. c) Pair positron-electron has

some momentum prior to annihilation, what causes the non-colinearity of

γ photons.

positron-electron may have a certain momentum, usually arising from a momentum

pz of the electron, originating an uncertainty in the photons energy and in the

angle between the photons direction. The energy of the two photons is given by

E± ≈ m0c
2 ± pzc

2 , while the angle is now 180°±∆θ. The photon pair is therefore

Doppler shifted[19], arising a non-collinearity of the emitted back-to-back gamma

photons (Fig 1.4c) [18, 19]. Typical values for ∆θ are bellow 0.25°[3].

1.2.3 Interactions of Photons with Matter

Compared with charged particles, when photons pass through matter, inter-

actions with matter are less likely to occur, due to the absence of electric charge

in photons. Those interactions between photons and matter are a result of the

interaction between the electromagnetic fields of the photon and the atoms that

compose the matter. The most common interactions are coherent or Rayleigh

scattering (elastic collision without energy transfer), incoherent or Compton

scattering (inelastic collision with partial energy transfer), photoelectric effect

(inelastic collision with total energy transfer) and pair production (a photon with

high energy, above 1022 keV, is converted into two elementary particles (a particle

and its anti-particle)[1, 13]. Fig. 1.5 exemplifies the cross section probabilities for the

interactions with energy transfer, for a given material with atomic number Z, as a

function of the radiation energy.
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Figure 1.5 Cross sections for the different energy transfer interactions,

with relation between the atomic number Z of the material and the energy

of the incoming photon. Image from [13].

Photoelectric effect

When a photon interacts with matter through the photoelectric effect, all the

energy of that photon is transferred to an electron in the medium. The atom of which

the electron is part of can absorb part of the recoil momentum, and the energy and

the moment are conserved. The electron is ejected, with a certain kinetic energy,

being called photoelectron.

Due to the need of absorption of part of the recoil momentum by the atom,

the probability that a photoelectric effect event occurs increases with the electron

binding energy, being more likely for electrons of internal and more energetic

electronic shells.

The recoil energy of the atom is of the order of (me/Ma)Ec, where Ma is the atom

mass, me is the electron mass and Ec is the kinetic energy of the photoelectron. Since

me/Ma is of the order of 10−4, this energy term can be neglect for the determination

of the kinetic energy of the photoelectron, which can be described by eq.1.2)

Ec = hν −W (1.2)

where hν is the energy of the incident photon and W is the binding energy of the

electron, which depends of the atom and of the atomic orbital in which the electron

was before the interaction.
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Compton scattering

With the increase of the photons energy (or decrease of the material atomic

number), Compton scattering, also known as incoherent scattering[20], became

more probable. When an incident photon interact with the electrons in the

surrounding medium in a Compton scattering, part of the energy and momentum

carried by the photon is transferred to that particular electron. The transferred

energy is usually much higher than the binding energy of the electron, so is

considered that it is at rest in the interaction moment. This type of interaction

usually involves electrons in the lowest binding energy shells of the electron cloud,

A schematics of a Compton scattering is depicted in Fig. 1.6. The electron receive

nucleus

Φ

incident
photon

removed
electron

scattered
photon

θ

Figure 1.6 Classic schematics of a compton scatter. A photon is scattered

with a certain angle φ, while the electron suffer a recoil with an angle θ, in

respect to the direction of the incident photon. Image from [13].

part of the energy of the incident photon, which is enough to eject it from the atomic

orbital where it was previously. The electron direction makes an angle θ in respect

to the direction of the incident photon. The incident photon looses part of the initial

energy, and changes it direction by an angle φ. The energy of the photon can be

calculated using the principles of energy and momentum conservation, leading to

following relation1.3:

Ef = E0

1 + E0

mec2 (1− cos θ)
(1.3)

where E0 is the energy of the incident photon, φ is the dispersion angle, me is the

electron mass and c is the speed of ligth in vacuum.
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1.2.4 High energy photons attenuation in matter

Contrary to charged particles, interactions between photons and matter are less

frequent than interactions between charged particles and matter, and high energy

photons shows high penetrating capacities in matter.

Due to the type of interactions that photons undergo, a beam of high energy

photons is not degraded in terms of energy during its path through matter, but is

attenuated in terms of intensity, as long as photons are scattered or absorbed and are

separated from the original beam. A beam of photons with intensities I0, will have

only a fraction of its intensity I when it crosses a specific material with a thickness

x, given by Eq. 1.4:

I = I0e
−µx (1.4)

where µ is the attenuation coefficient, that depends on the density and the atomic

number of the material that its being crossed by the beam. The attenuation of γ

photons is an important parameter to consider in PET since for example the photons

attenuation in the body needs to be taken into consideration during the process

of image reconstruction and the detection efficiency of the detecting cells is also

dependent of its bulk material.

1.3 PET Imaging: from data acquisition to images

To obtain tomographic images in PET, the data acquired by the detector modules

during the scanner must be converted into useful information. This conversion

involves the detection of the γ photons, the conversion to an electric signal, noise

filtering and event discrimination by energy and arrival time. Finally, the LOR

information needs to be stored and further used to reconstruct the tomographic

images. Each one of this steps will be described bellow.

1.3.1 Data acquisition and organization: The Sinogram

When a positron-electron annihilation occur and the two γ photons are detected

by the scanner within a short time window (up to few nanoseconds), a coincidence

event is triggered. The coordinates of the scintillators where each γ photon detected

are stored and the LOR is determined.

In 2D acquisitions, only LORs in the same plane will contribute to the final

image. If we consider our radionuclide with a planar distribution given by f(x, y),
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.7 Example of a LOR calculated from a true coincidence event. r

is the distance of the LOR to the center of the referencial and φ is the angle

between the LOR and the axis Oy[1]. b) Sinogram of a), although only

projections in 180° are needed to reconstruct the images, in this document

we always represent the full revolution.

depicted in Fig 1.7a as a red circle, and a circular array of detector modules, the

detected LORs can be stored in coordinates with the format (s,φ). This pair of

coordinates generates an entity known as Sinogram, as depicted in Fig. 1.7b, where s

is the distance of the LOR to the center of the scanner, and φ is the angle between the

LOR direction and the YY’s axis, also known as the projection view. During the PET

scan, each LOR corresponds to a point in the Sinogram. If the Sinogram is divided

in pixels, the intensity in each pixel is related with the number of LORs detected in

that pixel coordinates (s,φ).

1.3.2 Image Reconstruction and algorithms

The algorithms behind image reconstruction in PET can be analytic or iterative.

The analytic algorithms approach gives exact analytical reconstruction from the

acquired data, usually is easy and fast to compute, since is based in pure

mathematics calculations. On the other hand, iterative algorithms are based on

statistics and numerical methods, try to give the best estimation for the unknown

radionuclide distribution, based on the measured sinogram. Are harder to compute,

compared with the analytic approach, slower and may not always converge to
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the original radionuclide distribution. Nevertheless, they are able to handle noise

and attenuation information, which analytic methods are incapable of, and usually

deliver better image reconstruction. Both approaches are described bellow.

Analytic methods of back-projection

The reconstruction of the radioisotope distribuction, f(x, y), using analytic

methods, usually relies in an algorithm known as Filtered Backprojection (FBP),

which is based in the Fourier transform. It can be proved[1, 3] that f(x, y) can

be obtained from the sinogram projections p(s, φ) using a backprojection operator,

written as

f(x, y) =
∫ π

0
F−1{|υs|F{p(s, φ)}}dφ (1.5)

where F and F−1 are the Fourier transform and Inverse Fourier transform,

respectively, applied to each projection p(s, φ) at a given φ. |υs| is the ramp filter

applied in the frequency space of the projections, needed to remove blurring effect

present in Backprojection images.

The method described is used in 2D distributions, although the generalization

to 3D reconstruction is also possible, usually through the use of rebining methods

applied to the oblique LORs, in respect to the FOV transaxial plane.

Although FBP reconstruction of tomographic images is useful in some cases due

to the mathematical analytic approach, simplicity and speed, the drawback is the

non inclusion of effects such as noise, attenuation and photon scattering in the

reconstruction, what can be solved in iterative methods.

Iterative methods

Iterative image reconstruction methods are used to implement an estimation of

the image that originated a given set of projections. They try to guess the image

shape starting by an initial guess, calculating the correspondent projections and

comparing, at each iteration, the calculated projections with the measured ones. The

correction of the differences between the calculated projections and the measured

ones during the iterative process allows the method to continuously approximate

the guess to the original case. Convergence is usually achieved within a few number

of iterations, depending on the complexity of the problem and the algorithm used.

A simplified description of the iterative methods is depicted in Fig. 1.8.

Iterative methods are slower to implement and to compute, compared with
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.8 a) Schematic description of an iterative image reconstruction

algorithm[3]. b) Image quality improvement until convergence with the

number of iterations of an iterative algorithm[1].

analytic methods, but the results are usually of greater quality due to the inclusion

of factors like noise, photons attenuation, object movement, among others, in the

reconstruction algorithm.

Maximum-Likelihood Maximization Estimation (ML-EM) algorithm

One of the most used iterative reconstruction algorithm is the Maximum-

Likelihood Maximization Estimation (ML-EM), which leads to the iterative equa-

tion:

f̂
(n+1)
j =

f̂
(n)
j∑

i′
Hi′j

∑
i

Hij
pi∑

k
Hikf̂

(n)
k

(1.6)

where f̂ (n+1)
j is the estimative of the intensity of the pixel j at the iteration n + 1

influenced by the its value f̂
(n)
j at the previous iteration, p are the measured

projections and the matrix H known as system matrix contains the information

about the probability that a given emission from the pixel j is detected in the

projection i.

To perform the calculations, the algorithm starts the calculations with an initial

coarse image guess f̂ (0), project this image into the projection domain,
∑
k
Hikf̂

(0)
k ,

compares it with the measured projections, pi∑
k

Hik f̂
(0)
k

, uses that ratio as a correction

factor and backproject again the results,
∑
i
Hij

pi∑
k

Hik f̂
(0)
k

. Finally, the image is
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updated based on the system matrix parameters,
f̂

(n)
j∑

i′
Hi′j

. This last term contains the

information regarding the noise or other terms to include in the calculations. The

algorithm is stopped when the difference between the estimated projections and the

measured ones is acceptable, and the correspondent image solution is obtained.

Ordered Subsets Expectation Maximization (OSEM) algorithm

The reconstruction time needed by the ML-EM algorithm to achieve convergence

lead to the development of a new algorithm called Ordered Subset Expectation

Maximization (OSEM). OSEM is based in the ML-EM, sharing similar capabilities

in terms of image quality (although solutions are usually slightly different, OSEM

shows more image variance for example) but shows a significant reduction of the

reconstruction time, because the OSEM algorithm has a faster convergence to the

final solution. The algorithm can be described by:

f̂
(n+1)
j =

f̂
(n)
j∑

i′∈Sb

Hi′j

∑
i∈Sb

Hij
pi∑

k
Hikf̂

(n)
k

(1.7)

where the backprojection step is performed separately over the projections in each

subset Sb in a total B subsets. This leads to an image update every subiteration

(every time a subset is updated) and a complete iteration when B subsets are

calculated. In the first instance, when only 1 subset is used, OSEM is the same as

ML-EM.

The subsets choice can be made by, for example, splitting the image in acquisition

views, i.e., in an acquisition with projection angles φ between 0 and 180°, we can split

it in 4 subsets of 45° each. The application of the ML-EM algorithm to the first subset

generates the image guess to use in the second subset, and so on, until the solution

is obtained.

OSEM and their variant algorithms are usually the methods of choice for image

reconstruction in modern architectures.

1.3.3 Coincidence events

During data acquisition, the PET scanner usually detect different type of

coincidences. The three more common types are scattered, random and true

coincidences, and are shown in Fig. 1.9. Only true coincidences are useful for

the image reconstruction, since the other two carry wrong information about the
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Figure 1.9 Three different coincidences that are detected by the PET

scanner. Only True coincidence contributes positively for the image

reconstruction. Image from [1].

annihilation location. A brief description of the mentioned coincidence types is

given bellow:

Scattered Coincidences Annihilation γ photons may be scattered in the living

tissues or other materials before being detected in the PET scanner. When these

two photons are detected, the LOR originated by the two points of interaction

does not cross the point where the annihilation occurred, as shown in Fig. 1.9

(left). Coincidences of this type are called scattered coincidences, because one

or the two gamma photons undergo a scatter interaction before detection.

Random Coincidences When two annihilation events (four γ photons are emitted)

occur almost simultaneously, is possible that two unrelated γ photons are

detected, triggering a coincidence with an incorrect LOR, i.e. with wrong

information about the radionuclide distribution. This situation is called a

Random coincidence. The number of random coincidences increase with the

radioisotope activity. Other factor that contribute to the increase of random

coincidences are the presence of scintillators with high intrinsic radioactivity

and front-end electronics with large coincidence time windows.

True Coincidences When none of the annihilation γ photons are scattered and both

are detected, we are in presence of a True coincidence. The higher the ratio

between True Coincidences and the total number of coincidences, the better

quality the final image will show.

The main consequence of non-true coincidences is the degradation of the quality

of the acquired data, originating S/N loss in the reconstructed image. There are
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some methods that can be applied to the data to correct or reject that coincidences.

For random coincidences, the best option is to reduce the coincidence windows as

much as possible (less than 1 ns when possible), because it reduces dramatically

the number of random coincidences detected. To discard Scattered coincidences,

an energy cut to the recorded events is capable of separate true from scattered

coincidences, since commonly the scattered photons are detected with less energy

(lost in the scatter collision) than the original annihilation γ photon. Nevertheless, a

complete separation of True coincidences from the remain is almost impossible and

a trade-off situation is usually the practical solution.

1.4 Parameters affecting image quality

Spatial Resolution

Spatial resolution in PET is a key concept for evaluation of image reconstruction

quality and detectors development. During that development, frequently one of the

main concerns is to achieve the best possible spatial resolution. The reconstructed

Point-Spread-Function (PSF) of a point-like radioactive source is very often the

method of choice to evaluate this spatial resolution. Several factors have influence

in the spatial resolution in PET. While some are inherent to the physical nature of

particles generation and interactions with matter, others are related with the design

and geometry of the PET scanner adopted.

According to[21], the parameters that have influence in spatial resolution are the

positron range in the tissue, the non-collinearity of the annihilation gamma photons,

decoding and multiplexing of electronic channels, detector element size (i.e. the

scintillator size, if scintillators are used for gamma photons detection), penetration

or depth-of-interaction of the gamma photons in the detectors elements and the

sampling error due to fixed possible LORs in the field-of-view. Each one of these

contributions are described bellow.

Positron range Once a radionuclide is in the region of interest and a β+ decay

occurs, the ejected positron has a certain kinetic energy, that can be of the order

of MeV. As stated in subsection 1.2.2, the positron range in matter depends on

the density of the surrounding matter and on the positron initial energy. Until

positron thermalisation, it can undergo several collisions which will move it

away from the decay point where the radionuclide is located. According to
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[22], the positron range in water varies from 0.61 mm for Fluorine-18, 1.56 mm
for Nitrogen-13 and 6.57 mm for Rubidium-82. While for full body PET,

where Fluorine-18 is the radionuclide most used, the positron range has a

small impact in the image blur, when exotic radionuclides are considered

for specific applications such tissue gradients in cardiac/lung boundary and

diaphragm/lung boundary, positron range can dramatically became the first

source of blur of the images. Some studies demonstrated that the use of

high magnetic fields can control the positron drift, forcing an helicoidal

trajectory that significantly reduces the effective distance between the initial

decay and the annihilation[23, 24, 25]. Nevertheless, further investigations

are needed about the use of high magnetic fields for PET images enhancing,

since the appearance of images artefacts have been reported in specific cases

such as lesions close to air cavities using high-energy radioisotopes like

Gallium-68[26].

Non-collinearity of annihilation photons During an positron-electron annihila-

tion, described in 1.2.2, the non-linearity of the two back-to-back gamma

photons emitted, up to±0.25°[3, 27], originates a gaussian blur in PET images.

In clinical PET scanners, whose diameters can exceed 70 cm, this angle can

lead to spatial resolution uncertainties up to 2 mm. However preclinical PET

scanners often have small diameters, less than 10 cm. The non-collinearity

has less impact in the spatial resolution for small scanners, being obtained

uncertainties below 0.4 mm.

Detector element size The width of the detector elements is one of the major factors

limit in spatial resolution in PET scanners, in the case of pixelated detectors.

The response function (number of detected coincidences) for a point-like

radioactive source moving perpendicular to the detector element is a triangle:

the sharp peak is observed when the source is aligned with the centre of the

detector element, and goes linearly to zero when the source moves towards

the edges of the detector element. The reason for this triangle function is the

solid angle coverage. The FWHM of the triangular response function is d/2,

where d is the detecting element width. Therefore, d/2 is the contribution of

the detector element width to the spatial resolution.

Depth of Interaction When a coincidence event is found during a PET scanning,

the LOR is usually traced between the centre of the inner face of the
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triggered detector elements. When the γ photons penetrate those elements

perpendicularly to the inner face, the LOR is well described by the line

between the two centres of the inner surfaces of the detectors, and the depth of

interaction of the gamma photon in the detector element is not relevant for the

image reconstruction. However, most of the time photons will penetrate those

elements with a certain angle, and the photon can be stopped in other detector

element than the first that has penetrated, and the LOR is not well determined.

This originates a parallax effect[21], originating a asymmetric radial blur that

deteriorates the spatial resolution of the image along the radial position of the

FOV. The contribution to spatial resolution is given by

12.5r√
r2 +R2

(1.8)

where R is the inner detector radius and r is the radial coordinate where the

spatial resolution is being evaluated. The parallax effect is depicted in Fig. 1.10.

Figure 1.10 Parallax effect resulting from the unknowing of the depth of

interaction of the γ photons inside the detector element. Image from [2].

Detector decoding With the increase number of detecting elements used in PET

scanners, sometimes optical multiplexing and/or electronic multiplexing is

used either to reduce the number of photodetectors and/or to reduce the

electronic complexity of the readout system. Without optical and electronic

multiplexing, there is no degradation in spatial resolution. When multiplexing

is applied, usually decoding errors are introduced, which contribute to an

image blur, quantified in [21] as a Gaussian function with d/3 FWHM, where

d is again the detecting element width.
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Detecting elements sampling Another factor that has influence in spatial resolu-

tion in common PET scanners is the sampling error due to the fixed position

of the detecting elements. When in a cylindrical PET scanner all the detecting

elements are stationary, the density of LOR is not identical for all the FOV,

meaning that when the image is converted to pixels (assuming a 2D image

for simplicity), some pixels will be intersected by more LORs than others,

originating a sampling error, as depicted in Fig. 1.11. This impact for spatial

resolution was empirically calculated to be a factor of 1.25 multiplying over

the previous factors.

Figure 1.11 Sampling LORs in a cylindrical PET scanner with 18 detecting

elements. Non-uniformity in the LOR density translates in a sampling

error during image reconstruction. LORs between neighbours are not

represented in the plot. Adapted from [21].

Combining these parameters, the spatial resolution of a PET scanner with

detector multiplexing, with a radius R, detecting elements whose width is d,

evaluated with a point source located at a distance r from the center of the FOV

can be estimated by 1.9:

Γ =
√

(d/2)2 + s2 + (0.0044R)2 + (d/3)2 + (12.5r)2

r2 +R2 × 1.25 , mm (FWHM) (1.9)

where s is the positron range and 1.25 the sampling factor due to electronic and/or

optical multiplexing.

The effect of the number of LORs (recorded coincidences) in terms of statistics

and image quality is not included in the previous parameters, despite of being one

of the important factors for spatial resolution, but not directly related with the PET

scanner nor the physical aspects of the acquisition. When evaluating the PSF of

point-like sources, due to the high concentration of LORs in only few pixels, the

measurement of the PSF can be made with only few thousands of LORs. However,
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to achieve the same spatial resolution in typical phantom or patient images, at least

one hundred more LORs are needed because these LORs are spread all over the

image.

Sensitivity

A large number of the anihilation generated during PET acquisitions are actually

not detected, manly due to geometric factors of the detectors and scanners.

Sensitivity was defined to quantify each scanner in terms of the fraction of

coincidence events that it is able to detect within all the possible ones[27, 28].

Sensitivity is defined as the number of coincidences detected per unit time for

each unit of activity of the radioactive source. Usually is represented in counts

per second per microcurie (cps µCi−1) or counts per second per megabecquerel

(cps MBq−1)[27].

Sensitivity is affected by geometric factors like detection efficiency of the γ

photons stopping material (in the case of scintillators it will depend on their density,

material thickness, and atomic number), acceptance energy window (narrow

windows discards more coincidences) and the dead-time of the electronic system

(during the data acquisition of an incoming event, if another one hits the detector,

it may be not processed because the electronic circuit is still processing the previous

one).

The sensitivity S of a single ring PET scanner, as defined by [29], can be written

as:

S = A× ε2 × γ × 3.7× 104

4πr2 , (cps µCi−1) (1.10)

where A is the detector solid angle seen from a point source at a given location,

ε is the detectors efficiency, γ is an empirical attenuation factor (between 0.2

for point-like sources and 0.4 for distribucted activity in the FOV) and r is the

detector ring. This equation has been used as a reference for almost all PET

scanners, although recent and more exotic geometries are not cylindrical, so an

analytical expression is difficult to express. The use of simulations software, such as

Monte-Carlo Geant4 [30], allows to estimate the scanner sensitivity even for more

complicated geometries. Typical values of S are between in the range 0.2-0.5%

for 2D scanners, increasing up to 10% for 3D scanners with multi rings. Some

recent works in Full-Body PET scanners, such as the EXPLORER [31], intend to

achieve up to 40 times more sensitivity than the current PET scanners, which will

dramatically change the way how PET scanners are performed and open doors to
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different applications.

1.5 Instrumentation in PET

The mechanism behind the process of γ photons detection usually relies in the

use of heavy materials with high atomic number Z, due to their higher attenuation

coefficient for high-energy photons. The information carried by the photons (energy

and direction, for example) must be converted to an electric signal and send to a

computer for further analysis.

Two groups of materials are used to stop γ photons: scintillators and semicon-

ductors. While semiconductors convert the γ photon energy directly to an electrical

signal, scintillators first convert their energy into scintillation photons (usually in

the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum), that are later converted into

an electric signal through the use photodetectors. Several types of photodetectors

may be used for this later step, but until some years ago Photomultiplier Tubes

(PMT) were the most common device. The advances in the silicon industry allowed

the development of the state-of-the-art silicon photomultiplier (SiPM), that are now

being widely used as a substitute to PMT in many applications. After the conversion

of the information carried by the γ photon into an electric signal, a proper electronic

circuit must be developed to achieve the best performance in terms of pulse shaping,

event discrimination and noise suppression. The final step is the data processing for

image reconstruction.

In this section, a brief description of the devices used for γ photons stopping,

light conversion and detection and electronic data acquisition in PET is made.

1.5.1 Stopping γ photons

Semiconductors

The use of semiconductor γ detectors has special interest in applications such

nuclear medicine because it allows to reduce the mechanic complexity of detectors

used for radiation detection, since the γ photon absorption and conversion of the

information to an electric signal is performed in the same device. This avoids the

use of an intermediate step for energy conversion into scintillating light and later

into an electric signal using photodetectors, like in scintillators.

Two common materials used for this purpose are the cadmium telluride (CdTe)
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and the cadmium zinc telluride (CdZnTe or just CZT). The energy resolution of this

materials is very interesting (below 0.5% in some cases[32, 33, 34]), even without

cooling them. The electron cloud produced by an interacting γ photon is relatively

small, allowing the use of very pixelated detecting volumes with 0.5×0.5×0.5 mm3

(the electron cloud of a single γ photon interaction is confined to this volume). This

small detecting volumes are of great interest for PET applications since they allow

to increase the spatial resolution of the systems.

Nevertheless, the use of a large number of individual detecting volumes

increases the number of electronic channels to be read, and therefore the complexity

of the electronic circuit. Other disadvantages of these materials are the high

production costs, the presence of artefacts in the energy spectrum (long tails near

the γ rays peaks) and probably the most important is the slow time response of the

electric signal due to the electric charge drift through the semiconductor bulk. Such

disadvantages justify the small use of this materials in commercial PET systems (or

in general nuclear medicine applications).

New developments in the current technology and the decrease of the manu-

facture prices in the future may however change this trend in the new generation

of PET scanners[1]. As an example, a device made of Thalilium bromide (TlBr)

coupled with SiPM has been recently proposed as a good solution for Time-of-flight

(ToF) PET, since it combines the high energy resolution capability of a semicondutor

with the excelent timing capabilities (hundreds of picoseconds) of a Cherenkov

radiator[35].

Scintillators

The use of scintillating materials, or just scintillators, for radiation detection

was reported for the first time in 1948 by Robert Hofstadter, when he used

Sodium Iodide Thalium activated (widely known as NaI (TI)) to detect β and γ

radiation[1, 36]. The development of new materials during the second half of the

XX century highly increased the availability of scintillators, but the basic operating

principle remains the same nowadays.

The radiation detection in these materials is made in a two-steps process. First,

the scintillators have heavy atoms and high density (an example is NaI (TI) from

Saint-Gobain that has about 3.67 g cm−3), what means that they are more capable of

stop radiation.

When radiation interacts within the scintillator, part or all the energy of the
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impinging particle can be transferred to the scintillator. This excess of energy will

be release through de-excitation mechanisms. Ideal scintillators will release all

the excess energy as light, however the presence of non-radiative mechanism in

real scintillators also allows non-radiative de-excitations channels. The origin of

such channels is manly due to defects, impurities, and thermal relaxation of the

scintillator atoms.

Some of the parameters to be considered when choosing a scintillator for γ

radiation detection are:

• Stopping power for γ rays, in particular of 511 keV. This is related with the

distance travelled by the radiation in the scintillator until all the energy is

transferred by a single or multiple interactions with the medium. Higher

stopping power is desirable in order to use less scintillator volumes.

• Scintillation decay time, is the time between the instant when the interaction

happened and the light is emitted by de-excitation. Decay times of the order

of tens of nanoseconds are usual. Short scintillation decay times are preferable

because they allow higher count rates.

• Scintillation Yield, ηlight, is defined as the number of optical photons emitted,

per MeV, when radiation interact in the scintillator[37]. Higher ηlight means

that more photons are emitted per unity of energy, and therefore a more

intense optical signal is originated.

• Energy resolution is the capacity of a given system to resolve the monoener-

getic energy. The major contribution of the scintillator for the energy resolution

is in the statistical fluctuations of the light output. In such materials, the

light output is a combination of the number of photons produced, that have a

fluctuation of the order of 2%[13], due to non-homogeneity of the scintillator

structure. The statistical components of the energy resolution are grouped in

∆2Estat, according with Eq. 1.11. Energy resolution is also conditioned by the

optical coupling between the scintillator and the photo-detector, and by the

electronic circuit used, whose contribution can be grouped in the term ∆2Eelec.

The total energy resolution ∆2Etot can then be expressed as[13, 38, 39]:

∆2Etot = ∆2Estat + ∆2Eelec (1.11)

The demand of scintillators for nuclear medicine (among other fields) boosted

the development of new materials in the last decades. Some of them are well
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Table 1.3 Some properties of the scintillators commonly used in PET

scanners and some of the new generation of scintillators. Adapted from[3,

40, 41, 42, 43].

Scintillator
Density

(g/cm3)

Light yield

(Ph/keV)

Emission

wavelength (nm)

Decay time

(ns)

Energy Resolution

(%)
Hygroscopic

NaI:Tl 3.67 38 415 230 6 Yes

BGO 7.13 9 480 300 15 No

LSO:Ce 7.4 27 420 40 9-10 No

LuAP:Ce 8.34 10 365 17 9 No

LaBr3:Ce 5.29 61 358 35 ≤ 4 Yes

LYSO:Ce 7.2 30-32 400 30-35 8-9 No

YAG:Ce 4.56 28–30 550 90-100 6–7 No

LuAG:Ce 6.67 24–26 525 55–65 6-7 No

known, established and widely used, while others still justify research efforts. In

addition to NaI(TI), other common scintillators used in PET are BGO, LSO:Ce and

LYSO:Ce. Recently other scintillators with interesting properties were discovered.

In particular, the LaBr3:Ce, commercially available from Saint-Gobain (with the

name BrillanCe 380), shows extremely good energy resolution and high light yield,

but the fact that it is hygroscopic is a disadvantage. A comparison between these

materials is shown in Tab. 1.3.

1.5.2 Photodetectors for scintillation detection

When radiation interacts with the scintillator and scintillation light is emitted as

a result, this light must be converted into an electric signal to extract information

about the incident radiation. The devices used for this purpose are called

photodetectors. The list of devices available nowadays is long, from a large number

of manufacturers.

Photodetectors can be classified into 3 major groups: Vacuum, Solid state and

Gaseous photodetectors. In the vacuum group, the Photomultiplier tube (PMT)

is the most representative. It has been used for several decades, and is still the

most used photodetector to couple with scintillators in PET scanners. PMT are

sensitive to light photons because they incorporate a photo-cathode, capable to

convert a single photon into an electron, that is multiplied into a measurable

electric signal. Gaseous detectors like Multi-Wire Proportional Counter (MWPC)
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Figure 1.12 a) PMT functional scheme, enhancing the photocathode and

the following amplification stages, image from[44].

or Micro-Patterned Gaseous Detectors (MPGD) combined with a photo-cathode are

also good choices as photodetectors, specially for large area applications at low

costs, since these devices have a very good ratio between cost and detection area.

In the last two decades, the advances in the semiconductor industry allowed the

development of solid state avalanche photo-diodes (APD) and more recently silicon

photomultipliers (SiPM), whose characteristics allowed them to replace PMTs in

some applications, specially when there are some size constrains in the scanners

(like in small animal PET scanners) or when the use of magnetic fields is mandatory

(for instance in PET-MRI scanners).

Some of the characteristics that a photodetector must have for PET applications

are the light conversion quantum efficiency, fast recovery time, to avoid signal

overlap of different radiation interactions, and high dynamic range, to allow wider

and linear energy spectrum.

Photomultiplier tubes - PMT

PMTs are vacuum sealed devices made of a glass window with a transmission

photocathode followed by a series of electric dynodes with high voltage bias.

The operation principle of a PMT is depicted in Fig. 1.12. [13]. When a photon

pass through the window and interact with the photocathode, an electron can

be extracted (through photoelectric effect) with a given probability given by the

quantum efficiency (QE). A quantum efficiency of the order of 25% is common. Once

this electron, also called photoelectron, is extracted to the vacuum volume, it will be

accelerated toward the first dynode. The collection efficiency (ηcol) of electrons by

the first dynode is a ratio between the number of electrons that reach the dynode

and the number of photoelectrons extracted from the photocathode. When the
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photoelectron hit the first dynode, secondary electrons are extracted in the collision.

The mean number of secondary electrons extracted after each hit, δ, depends on the

incoming electron energy. The process is repeated for the other dynodes, originating

an avalanche of secondary electrons. The size of the avalanche M is the number of

secondary electrons at the end of the dynode chain, is also called the PMT gain. M

can be calculated using

M = ηcol × δN (1.12)

onde N is the number of dynodes. Typically δ=5 e ηcol ' 1 in high quality PMT, and

therefore 10 amplification stages are enough for gains of the order of 107[13]. The

total electric signal, or number of secondary electrons, for nγ photons that hit the

PMT window can be written in terms of the parameters defined above:

n = nγ ×QE × ηcol ×M (1.13)

where n is the number of electrons at the PMT anode due to an optical signal

with nγ photons. PMT shows high gain and high SNR, which are very interesting

parameters in PET instrumentation. However, their dimensions compared with

other solutions (PMT are available in a large number of different packaging sizes,

but even the smaller ones have at least few cm width, while other solutions are

much more compact), small quantum efficiency and sensibility to magnet fields are

compromising limitations for some applications.

Solid state photodetectors

In some semiconductor structures, photons that interact in the depletion region

originates a pair electron-hole, that can be detected using appropriated electronics.

Several photodetectors devices have been developed based on this principle, some

of them are described in this section.

PIN diode

Perhaps the simplest device that can be made with semiconductor technology

is the PIN diode. It is made of a PN junction reversely biased, and a depletion

region in the middle. It is found in applications in particle physics since long

time ago for X and γ rays detection[45], but is still used in recent applications[46].

When a photon interact in the depletion region and create the electron-hole pair, the

depletion electric field will move the electron and the hole in different directions
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Figure 1.13 Functional scheme of an APD. The electric field is drawn for

the different doped device layers, enhancing the avalanche region, image

from[1].

due to their different charge. No further multiplication takes place, and the gain of

the PIN diode is always 1.

Some advantages of PIN diodes are the high photon detection efficiency (PDE)

over an extended wavelength range, the immunity to magnetic fields, the low

operation voltage, the reduced cost and manufacture reliability per unity of area,

compared with other technologies[47, 48]. However, they are not very good to

detect low light levels (bellow hundreds of photons) unless high integration time of

the order of few microseconds is used, what limits the application bandwidth. They

also show response fluctuations due to charged particles interactions in the active

volume, which can be beneficial for some applications to detect charged particles

instead of light, but usually is unwanted for applications using scintillators.

Avalanche photodiodes - APD

Avalanche photodiodes are a modified version of the PIN diode, that operate

at higher voltages, in the linear (or proportional) mode region, with gains up to

103, contrary to PIN diodes[49]. A scheme of the APD internal operation mode is

depicted in Fig. 1.13. Each photon that interact in the device produces an electron-

hole pair, The APD has a stronger electric field in the depletion region than the PIN

diode, and when the electron is drifting toward the anode, the high electric field is

gives the electron enough energy to ionize other atoms by impact, originating an

avalanche for each electron-hole pair created. The avalanche size is the gain of the
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APD, which is usually below 103. APD show limited stability over temperature and

supply voltage, and single photon counting is only possible using electronics with

long integration time and cooling the device to temperatures bellow 100 K. As well

as PIN diodes, they also show sensitivity radiation.

APD shows some advantages compared with PMT, such as relatively small

dimensions, immunity to magnetic fields, high QE, low dark current and low

operating voltages. The low gain and slow response of the output pulses represent

their main disadvantages compared with PMT.

Many of the current generation of clinical and pre-clinical PET scanners already

uses APD instead of PMT.

APD in Geiger Mode

When operated above the breakdown voltage (i.e., the voltage needed to

exponentially increase the reversed leaked current and to make the avalanche

self-sustained), the size (or gain) of the avalanche in the APD is no longer controlled,

and the device operates in the Geiger-Müller mode. The reason for this is the high

electric field in the depletion region.

A mechanism to stop the avalanche is needed, otherwise the device could be

damaged. A quenching resistor is added in series with the APD: each time a

avalanche occour, the movement of charge through the quenching resistor increases

the voltage through the resistor and therefore decreases the APD reverse voltage,

stopping the avalanche[50].

Geiger avalanches in APD can reach 106 electrons, allowing single photon

counting. The electric signal generated by this type events has a very fast rise (less

than 1 ns), due to the avalanche disruption, and a slow fall (usually few tens of

nanoseconds), due to the charge extraction through the quenching resistor.

Silicon Photomultiplier - SiPM

The use of a single APD in Geiger mode doesn’t allow to extract information

about the light intensity that is reaching the device. The solution found is to

consider the Geiger APD a pixel of a more complex device, than the device itself

- multiple pixels allow to evaluate the rate of fired pixels, and therefore to estimate

the irradiation intensity.

An array of Geiger APD is formerly known as Silicon Photomultiplier, or

SiPM, due to the similarities with the PMT: high gain, single photon counting and
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.14 a) Top view of an MPPC. Each pixel is an APD which operates

in Geiger mode[50]. b) Basic electronic circuit used to operate with MPPCs.

irradiation rate information. Several companies are manufacturing them nowadays,

and one of the must known is Hamammatsu1. Their SiPM are commercially known

as Multi-pixel photon counter - MPPC. A picture of a MPPC is shown in Fig. 1.14a.

The working principle of the MPPC is straightforward compared with APDs:

operating in Geiger mode, every pixel of the MPPC will produce the same amount

of charge (one avalanche) when a photon interact in that pixel. This charge will

originate a electric pulse with a fixed amplitude A. Every time two or more photons

are detected in different pixels, the output signal will have amplitude nA where n is

the number of fired pixels. Therefore, MPPC are said to be digital devices, because

although the output signal is an analogue signal, it amplitude shows discrete values

that allows to count how many pixels were activated at a given moment, allowing

photon counting. Nevertheless, since the amplitude of the pulse of each pixel

is independent of the number of photons that are detected on that pixel, MPPC

performance is deteriorated with high irradiation rates, where the probability for

two or more photons interacting in the same pixel increases.

MPPC has excellent properties for photon counting[50], specially when cooled

to low temperatures. They also show high gain (up to 106) and fast recovery time

(each pixel can recover within 10 ns after detecting a photon). They are sensitive to

photons with wavelength between 300 nm-800 nm), with high efficiency (above 30%)

for photons in the range 350 nm-550 nm. Their structure gives MPPCs a immunity to

1www.hamamatsu.com/

www.hamamatsu.com/
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magnetic fields, what makes them interesting devices for MRI-compatible machines.

MPPC are also compact and resistant to mechanical shocks, contrary to standard

PMT, and also do not suffer from measurable ageing from radiation, as other

detectors that deteriorates when exposed to high doses.

Being solid-state devices based in semiconductor structures, MPPC suffer from

temperature-dependence during it operation. The gain of the MPPC linearly

decreases with temperature, due to the increase of the breakdown voltage. To

achieve constant gain during the operation of the MPPC, either the temperature

must be kept constant or the voltage applied to the MPPC must be updated

according the temperature variations.

Due to the advantages listed, MPPC are now used in several PET scanners,

replacing PMT and APD, specially due to their compactness, single-photon

counting capabilities, high gain and low operation voltage (bellow 100 V). An

schematic example of a circuit used for MPPC operation is shown in Fig. 1.14b.The

minimum requirements are a bias voltage, a series resistor and a filter capacitor. The

output signal can be collected after only a simple amplification stage.

1.5.3 Light guides - Wavelength shifting fibers

Plastic wavelength shifting fibers (WLS) provide an efficient way for light

collection from scintillators. When an external photon enter the WLS, it can be

absorbed by a fluorescent dye (with a probability that depends on its wavelength

and the quantity of WLS material that the photon travels before exit the WLS)

or transmitted with or without incident angle deflection. The dopant dye is

responsible for light absorption in the violet/blue region and re-emission with

higher wavelength, in the blue/green region. The fluorescent photons are emitted

with an arbitrary angle, and part of them will undergo total internal reflection

conditions, therefore will be transmitted through the fiber length with minimal

attenuation. The use of a photodetector at the end of the fiber allows to detect these

photons, collecting information about the amount of the initial photons that were

wavelength shifted at the fiber. A scheme of the operation principle of a WLS is

depicted in Fig. 1.15.

WLS found applications in different fields, from the Nuclear and High-energy

physics, to medical applications, in applications with large area scintillators or

with complex geometries where the use of direct coupling to photodetectors is not

possible or efficient[51, 52, 53]. In the particular case of PET scanners, they have
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Figure 1.15 Ligth conversion in the WLS: a photon enters the fiber and

is absorved (1), and a lower energy photon re-emited, possible with a

different angle (2) θemi in respect to the fiber axial axis. Total internal

reflection will occur for a fraction of the re-emited photons (3). Adapted

from[53].

been used in Depth-of-interaction decoding configurations[54] and in experiments

such as the AX-PET collaboration[55, 56, 57].

Usually WLS are available in the same geometries as standard plastic optical

fibers: rounded or squared non-clad, single or multiple clad WLS are available in

the market. Usually the dopant fluorescent dye is in the WLS nuclei, but it can also

be present in the external clads. The major goal for the external clads is to promote

total internal reflections of the shifted photons.

1.5.4 Electronics

In this section a brief description of the dedicated electronic circuit used for

the photodetectors described previously is presented. When a given charge, Q,

is generated in a detector due to a particle interaction, the output signal must be

prepared by the electronic circuit to extract the relevant information. The electronic

circuit is made of small blocks that apply specific operations to the input charge

signal. An example of an electronic circuit chain is depicted in Fig. 1.16. The output

charge generated by the detector is a small signal (can be of the order of fC). This

electric signal will go into a pre-amplifier block, that will convert the charge signal

into a voltage signal. The pre-amplifier can be passive component, such as a resistor

through which the charge flows, originating a voltage drop on the two terminals of

the resistor, or an active circuit, based in op-amp circuits that will convert to voltage

the input charge.

When the converted voltage signal has low amplitude (of the order of mV or

less), am amplification stage can be used. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
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Figure 1.16 Electronic chain circuit example of a radiation detector. The

charge produced in the detector is converted to a voltage signal in the pre-

amplifier stage, which is shapped, digitized and sent to the computer for

further analysis. Adapted from[13, 58].

a shaper circuit is used. It is based in integrator and/or differentiator (passive or

active) circuits, responsible for noise filtering and signal shaping, preparing the

signal for posterior digital conversion.

After the shaper, the digital conversion usually is performed. Two approaches

are very popular at the moment in terms of signal digitalization in PET instrumen-

tation: analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) and time-to-digital conversion (TDC).

The former is the standard procedure in many fields and applications, where a

ADC device is responsible for measure the voltage pulse amplitude and convert

it into a digital value. The later is used when a high-precision clock is available

in the electronic circuit, that allows to count the time over threshold (TOT - time

over threshold is how much time the signal is above a given threshold). This

time is proportional to the pulse amplitude, therefore is possible to determine the

amplitude information using a TDC approach. TDC are suitable for pulse type

signals, as the ones commonly found in PET.

Finally, when the digital information about the voltage pulse amplitude is

available, it is sent to the computer for data analysis and image reconstruction.

Preamplifier

The Preamplifier stage is responsible for the charge to voltage conversion of

the input signal. The way this is performed highly depends on the detector and

signal characteristics. The preamplifiers can be charge-sensitive or voltage-sensitive.

While voltage-sensitive preamplifiers are used in several electronic applications,

in semiconductor detectors, where the input capacitance of the detector may

change, charge-sensitive preamplifiers are often preferred. In this group, two
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.17 Schematic representation of the a)charge-preamplifier and

b)current-preamplifier. The charge preamplifier integrates the incoming

charge in the capacitor Cf and outputs a voltage proportional to that

amount of charge, while the current preamplifier converts the incoming

current that flows througth the resistor Rf into a voltage signal, keeping

the signal shape. Adapted from [13, 58].

configurations are possible - the current-preamplifiers and the charge-preamplifiers,

both exemplified in Fig. 1.17.

• Charge preamplifier Consist in a capacitor that collect the charge from the

detector and convert it into a voltage signal. It acts as an integrator, where

the output voltage V is the integral of the current i produced by the detector,

integrated over time:

V = − 1
Ci

∫
i(t)dt (1.14)

where Ci is the capacitance of the integrator capacitor. Although they show

some of the best noise performances in applications with very low signals,

they have difficult accommodate the amount of charge produced by the MPPC

(hundreds of pC, which limits their use in our application[58].

• Current preamplifier also known as transimpedance amplifiers, uses a resistor

as a current-to-voltage converter, where the output voltage V is a result of a

given current i(t) passing through a resistor:

V = −Rf × i(t) (1.15)

A common configuration is an op-amp with a feedback resistor Rf . Current

amplifiers usually output shorter signals than charge preamplifiers, what

make them suitable for applications demanding higher bandwidths. They

became easily unstable depending on the op-amp input capacitance, and

require small feedback capacitors in parallel with the feedback resistor in order

to make them stable.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.18 a) Schematic circuit of the application of the Pole-Zero-

Cancellation. b) Effect of the application Pole-Zero-Cancellation to the

signal with different circuit parameters. Image from[59].

Shaper - Amplifier

Very often, the preamplifier pulses are not suitable for the digitalization without

extra manipulation. The electronic stage after the preamplifier is often called shaper

or amplifier.

One of its functions is to amplify small pulses coming from the preamp (pulses

that can be the order of few mV), in order to facilitate its analysis. The amplification

gain can be less than 10, for preamp signals already with high amplitude, but

amplification gains larger than 1000 might be used for very low amplitude pulses.

It is important to have a fine control in the amplifier gain in order to avoid

signal distortion or saturation, due to the large signals amplitude or to the high

amplification gain.

Commonly, the amplifier also shapes the input signal. Pulses coming from the

preamplifier usually have very long tails (few tens of µs) and a signal shaping based

in integrator and/or differentiator circuits allows to reduce the pulse width up to

less than 1 µs. Several approaches are used for signal shaping, but the most common

are the triangular shaping, the CRn-RCn shaping (series of differentiators and

integrators, where n stands for the number of stages) and trapezoidal shaping[13,

58].

Pole-Zero Cancellation In some cases, in the amplification stage, another blocks

are included in order to achieve better performance on the signal processing. One

example is the Pole-Zero Cancellation Circuit (PZC)[59], shown in Fig. 1.18a.

The DC signal baseline of the signals after the preamp block might be shifted by
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Figure 1.19 a) The trigger of a noisy signal suffer from the jitter effect

when the signal overcome the discriminator threshold. b) Comparing two

signals with different amplitudes, the one with high amplitude will always

cross the discriminator threshold faster than the low amplitude signal,

introducing the time walk effect. Image from [13].

a given voltage, depending on the input parameters of the electronic circuit, like the

charge of the input pulses, their frequency and the value of the feedback resistor.

Pulse undershoots due to the finite time decay of the pulses are also observed after

the differentiator stages. The pile-up of these undershoots also results in a baseline

shift. The main function of the PZC circuit is to eliminate this undershoot, ensuring

that the condition

Cdif ×Rpz = Cf ×Rf (1.16)

is respected. PZC circuits are commonly found in the electronic front-ends of

particle detectors.

Fast trigger Another feature that is found in front-end electronics is a fast trigger

circuit. After the preamp, in order to get timing information about the incoming

pulse, a circuit dedicated for precise timing is usually employed.

The common approach requires a signal split in two branches after the preamp:

one branch goes for the shaper, another goes for the timing circuit. The simpler

version of this timing circuit is a comparator that triggers a digital output each

time an input pulse crosses a predefined threshold. This digital signal is send

to the processing board (microprocessor or FPGA) and is used to calculate the

arrival instant of the pulse. This solution is usually not able to handle jitter due

slope-to-noise or the time walk of pulses with different amplitudes, as explained in

Fig. 1.19, what might limit its use in some applications. The time from the pulse

arrival until the digital signal is triggered can be large (several ns) depending on
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Figure 1.20 Schematic description of the CFD circuit: A signal is divided

in two branches, one of the branches is inverted, scaled and delayed, and

finally the two branches are summed again. The resulting signal has a zero

cross point that is independent of the signal jitter or the time walk effect,

and can be used for triggering purposes. Image from [13].

the rising slope of the pulses. To handle the later situation, a possible solution is to

apply a differentiation stage to the signal, after the preamplifier split and before the

comparator. The derivative of the input signal rises faster than the original signal,

therefore the time difference between the pulse arrival and the digital signal can be

highly reduced. Nevertheless, the jitter due to different input amplitude signals is

only slightly improved.

Constant Fraction Discriminator - CFD To completely remove the jitter and time

walk effect, a circuit called Constant fraction discriminator (CFD) must be included

in the trigger circuit. The basic principle of the CFD circuit is to find a constant zero

cross pointing that is independent of the pulse width, amplitude or rising time, and

only depends on the CFD parameters, namely the induced delay time, as shown in

Fig. 1.20.

This is achieved by splitting the signal in two equal pulses, invert and delay one

of them (some amplification may be applied) and them sum both. This originates

a bipolar pulse, that crosses the zero voltage at a given instant that only depends

on the delay and amplification applied to the pulses, and not on the original input

pulse amplitude. Feeding a comparator with the CFD output pulse, a precise timing

digital output pulse can be obtained and used as trigger for front-end and back-end

electronics[13].
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Figure 1.21 Waveform digitalization of a given pulse. The connected dots

(digitalized values) allows to infer the pulse shape (line curve) and estimate

its amplitude.

Signal digitalization

The last block in the circuit front-end is the signal digitalization, where the

analog pulse amplitude is converted to a digital value and send to the computer. As

stated before, two methods can be used, one is the direct digitalization of the pulse

amplitude through the use of voltages converters to digital channels, also known

as ADCs, the other is the measurement of time over threshold of the pulse, that is

directly related with the pulse amplitude. It also allows the digitalization of the

amplitude using TDCs.

The amplitude of the output signal of the shaper block carries the information

about the charge produced in the γ ray detector, that is proportional to the number

of detected photons.

Measuring the pulse amplitude with an ADC, two approaches are common. The

first one is a continuous sampling of the pulse at different instants, which allows

to record the pulse instant values at different stages and reconstruct it offline, as

shown in Fig. 1.21. The pulse amplitude is estimated by reconstructing the pulse

shape from the acquired points. This requires more space to record data, high speed

sampling circuit (of the order of GHz) and a software capable of reconstruct the

sampled pulses and extract the pulse amplitude from it in a reasonable time. The

rise and fall slopes can also be used to extract some pulse shape information (e.g.

when multiple scintillators, with different scintillation time decays, are used, the

pulse fall allows to know from which scintillator the light came from) and therefore

the complete pulse digitalization is mandatory for some applications that require

pulse-shape analysis, in some ToF applications for example.

The second approach is to measure only the pulse amplitude, using a peak
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Figure 1.22 Circuit scheme of a sample-and-hold peak detector (left).

When an incoming pulse reaches the peak detector circuit, the capacitor

will charge until the input signal is rising, and holds its voltage when the

pulse start to decrease. An ADC conversions after this instant allows a

simple measurement of the pulse amplitude (right).

sample-and-hold circuit, capable of detecting the instant when the pulse is at

maximum amplitude, and hold that voltage for some time, while an ADC performs

a single acquisition of that voltage, as depicted in Fig. 1.22.

A simple peak sensing circuit is based in a voltage follower scheme. The pulse

signal is the negative input of the op-amp, the positive input is connected to the the

collector of a PNP bipolar transistor, that is at zero voltage at first, and the op-amp

output is the transistor base signal. The transistor charges the capacitor Ch (PNP

bipolar transistors allows current flow when they have low voltage at the base).

Ideally, the capacitor is charged until it has the same voltage as the input pulse.

When the pulse reaches the maximum value and voltage start to decrease, the op-

amp output triggers now an output high digital signal, since the negative input

terminal has slight lower voltage than the capacitor, in the positive op-amp input.

As soon as this occurs, the transistor stop flowing current and the capacitor is no

longer charging, holding its voltage. As long as the capacitor is not discharged by a

resistor, a reset circuit or leaking currents and another pulse with higher amplitude

don’t appear, the holding voltage is available for digitalization. The peak trigger

output signal can be used for start the ADC acquisition.

The obvious advantage of this approach is that there is no need of constant

digitalization of the electronic signal to extract the amplitude (one measurement

is enough), allowing the use of slower and more precise ADC, saving large data

storage.

Some disadvantages of the peak and hold circuits are the impossibility of

constant digitalization of the pulses shapes, because only the higher voltage is hold,

the circuit complexity (extra components must be included, trial and error attempts
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are usually needed before get a satisfying solution) and the circuit reliability due to

the components quality, specially when choosing the holding capacitor, that must

have, among other things, a very high equivalent series resistor (ESR) and low

leakage current, otherwise the peak amplitude will decrease with time, even in the

holding mode, what may originate conversion errors.

ADC

In the signal digitalization using ADC, the input voltage is converted to a

digital value by slicing the full range of possible voltages into a group of discrete

channels, called ADC bits or channels, and associating the input voltage with the

correspondent channel (the one with the voltage more close to the input voltage).

A single-ended 10-bit ADC with an input range between 0 V and 5 V will have

210 = 1024 channels, separated by a step of 5 V/1024 ≈ 5 mV. Some of the different

ADC arquitectures available nowadays are [60]:

• The Comparator is the simplest type of ADC, it compares an analog input

with a given reference and outputs the digital value 0 (or Low), when the

input voltage is bellow the reference, or 1 (or High), otherwise.

• Flash ADCs Also known as parallel ADC, they consists in several independent

comparators with different references. A n-bit ADC needs 2n− 1 comparators.

Flash ADCs are among the fastest architectures, because the conversion is

made at the same time in all comparators, at the expenses of low resolution

(usually no more than 10-bit, limited by the number of comparators) and

power consumption.

• Successive Approximation Register (SAR) Are one of the most used ADC

architectures in modern designs. The basic principle relies in variable

reference, a comparator and a sample and hold circuit. The advantages of SAR

ADCs are the reduced number of comparators, the high resolution that can be

achieved, and the low cost for relatively high speed conversion, depending

on the resolution (for 10-bit resolution, conversion rates higher than 1 MSPS -

million samples per second - are common).

TDC

Time-to-digital converters [61] are used in many applications in physics [62, 63].

Their scope is the translation into a digital number any time interval that encodes
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Figure 1.23 Example of the use of Time-over-threshold approach for pulse

shape discrimination.

important information. In PET instrumentation TDCs are used for time-of-flight

studies (measuring the different travelled distance of the coincidence γ photons

through the time arrival difference), for the pulse amplitude estimation through

the time-over-threshold (TOT) approach (the time interval of a pulse above a given

reference threshold is related with its amplitude) or for pulse discrimination (events

from scintillators with different scintillation decay times showing different TOT for

the same amplitude[63]), as depicted in Fig. 1.23.

The first generation of TDC were hybrid devices - first the time interval was

converted to a voltage, then digitalized by an ADC. The time interval conversion

to voltage could be performed with a comparator, an integrator, a start and a stop

trigger. The comparator triggers the start and stop instant for the integrator The

integrator output is a voltage proportional to the time between the stop and start

triggers. The longer the integration time, the higher the output voltage. That voltage

should then be converted to digital value by an ADC. Due to the ADC conversion,

the first generation of TDCs had the same limitations of the ADC in terms of

conversion, specially in the number of bits and the dynamic range resolution (very

long integration times would saturate the ADC, and the resolution of the conversion

is limited by the ADC resolution).

The new generation of TDC uses a true time-to-digital conversion, without any

intermediate voltage conversion. The way this is done is using a precise clock

generator and a counter, and use them to count how many pulses fit in a given

time interval. This time interval is defined by a start and stop trigger. Using this

technique, the conversion of the time interval into a digital value is only limited by

the accuracy of the start and stop triggers, the pulse width and period (smaller and
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.24 a) Example of the electronic circuit used for MPPC

readout[50]. b) Typical energy spectrum hystrogram of a LYSO scintillator

coupled to a MPPC and irradiated by 511 keV annihilation γ photons.

faster pulses allows better resolution) and the counter quality (it must be capable to

accommodate all the pulses in its memory, preferably without missing events).

A true time-to-digital conversion is performed by counting pulses, what

eliminates problems associated with ADCs like voltage noise, limited dynamic

range and resolution. Nevertheless, the need of high speed clocks also increase the

complexity of the TDC implementation, what may limit the applicability in some

designs.

Generic circuit for MPPC readout

After discussing the basic units of the front-end electronic circuit, a generic

MPPC readout made of the described circuit blocks is presented in Fig. 1.24a. The

MPPC must be reversed bias with voltage source, with bias up to 100 V, depending

on the MPPC package, internal structure and series/generation. A small resistor

to ground can be placed at the MPPC anode. A capacitor is then placed at the

MPPC anode and connected to the negative input pin of the preamplifier (an

op-amp in transimpedance mode). A amplifier stage is then used (op-amp in

inversion configuration), and the signal after this stage is ready for digitalization

or for additional manipulation. The signal amplitude digitalization will originate

an histogram, where the number of counts in each ADC channel are related with

the number of pulses with a given amplitude that were measured by the electronic

circuit. In our case, the pulse amplitude is related with the energy transferred by

can the γ photons to our detector, the scintillator, and the obtained histogram is a

measure of the energy spectrum of the radioactive source, as seen by the scintillator,
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as shown in Fig. 1.24. In this example, the MPPC was optically coupled with a LYSO

scintillator, which was irradiated 511 keV γ photons. In the histogram is visible the

total absorption peak of the 511 keV photons as well as the Compton band, due

to Compton events where only partial energy transfer to the scintillator occurred.

From histograms like these, system parameters like energy resolution, detector gain

and γ photons incoming rate can be evaluated[13].

1.6 PET for Small Animal Imaging

The use of PET in small animals is of great interest not only for the scientific

community but also for biomedical research with direct impact in society[64]. The

main goal of preclinical PET studies is to study diseases in small animals and

develop new drugs that could one day be used in Humans. Due to the small

dimensions of the subjects, whose organs can be up to 100 times smaller than

in humans, typical PET scanners are not practical to study small animals, what

motivated the development of dedicated machines.

The obvious difference between clinical and preclinical PET scanner, also known

as microPET (nomenclature adopted from the first small animal PET from Siemens,

named microPET[65]), is their size, although it would be naive to think that

preclinical PET are just a scaled-down version of clinical PET scanner. Due to the

smaller dimensions of the subjects to scan, preclinical PET scanners requires high

spatial resolution, often bellow 1 mm, what is considerably better than human PET

that is usually in the range 4-6 mm[21, 64, 66]. Other advantages are the higher

sensitivity, because of the higher geometric detection efficiency due to the smaller

FOV, and the low costs associated with a smaller machine, using less detectors and

electronic requirements.

1.6.1 Existing devices

Preclinical PET scanners availability for commercial use is a reality. Most of the

available scanners were developed for specific purposes at the Universities, research

centres and also in companies. The offer of preclinical PET scanners is large, and

different machines are available for purchase. Some of the available devices are from

companies like Siemens, Bruker, Mediso, Cubresa, Raytest, MOLECUBES, among

others [67, 68, 69]).
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1.6.2 Spatial resolution

As discussed before, the performance of preclinical PET must be superior to

clinical PET specially due to the smaller dimensions of the organs of the animals

used for the studies. In respect to spatial resolution, in clinical PET some of the

parameters with major contribution to spatial resolution, can be mitigated or even

avoided in preclinical PET. Due to the smaller ring radius in preclinical PET, the

non-collinearity of the two γ photons will contribute to spatial resolution with

an uncertainty less than 1 mm (in clinical PET this contribution can reach up to

2 mm). The positron range has the same contribution for clinical and preclinical

PET scanners performance.

The parallax effect due to the Depth-of-Interaction of the γ photons in the

scintillators still plays an important rule for the overall spatial resolution, but

decreases due to the smaller ring radius. The use of smaller detectors is also possible

in preclinical PET, what allows to reduce the reduction of the spatial resolution due

to the detector size. Nevertheless, the knowledge of the DOI allows correcting the

LOR thus achieving a more uniform spatial resolution, required for small animal

PETs.

There are several studies regarding the development of DOI-capable small

animal PET systems. Usually, two approaches are considered. The first one, present

in some commercial PET imagers, uses two or more layers of pixelated crystals

with different scintillation decay times, obtaining the DOI through pulse-shape

discrimination. This method has been applied to small animal[70, 71] and also to

brain[72] imaging, improving spatial resolution uniformity within the FOV, with

reported spatial resolution under 2 mm FWHM.

The other approach is related with single-layer crystals and consists of reading

scintillation light from both ends of the crystals, obtaining DOI from the ratio of

the two signals. Configurations of this kind usually uses two solid state sensitive

detectors to read the scintillation photons. For example, ClearPEM breast-dedicated

scanner uses APDs to read LYSO crystals, measuring DOI with 2 mm spatial

resolution[73]. More recent approaches using laser engraving techniques[74] for

DOI determination demonstrated potential to be applied in functional systems at

low cost, using only etched structures in the scintillators and pulse discrimination

methods.

In terms of imaging enhancement in PET, the ToF information also plays an

important rule. Although this information is specially important nowadays for
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clinical PET, it shows a minor importance in preclinical PET, because state-of-the-art

techniques allows to reduce the LORs width up to 3 cm (time resolution is on the

order of about 100 ps), what is close to the size of the FOV of the preclinical PET

scanners (commonly bellow 10 cm). In the preclinical case, the use of the ToF

information is more important to enhance the image contrast through the increase

of S/N ratio, although it also improves spatial resolution, specially if combined with

DOI information. However, if in the future new technological developments allows

to achieve ToF resolution bellow 1 cm, then not only the preclinical PET devices will

have enhanced performance, but also clinical PETs will produce better images.

Recent works[75] using the Cherenkov light produced in the scintillators (much

faster emission than the scintillation light) are among the most promising tech-

niques, competing with also recent works in Artificial Inteligence apllied to pulse

shape discrimination[76], both works claiming timing resolution bellow 100 ps and

200 ps, respectively.

1.7 Why do we need small animal PET

The development of molecular imaging systems for small animals assumes vital

importance in order to study and improve the medical systems used in clinical

research. The higher the molecular selectivity, higher spatial resolution and lower

radiation doses administrated for patients, when compared with other systems,

makes PET one of the most interesting imaging techniques. Due to that fact, there

are currently several developments improving small PET systems.

In this work, two different and original small animal PET concepts are presented.

The first concept is the EasyPET, a low-cost small animal PET that instead of

a cylindrical arrangement of detectors, uses two rotating blocks in a movement

similar to some CT scans, achieving very high spatial resolution with a reduced

number of detectors and a simplified electronic. The second is called DRIM-PET, it

is a typical cylindrical small animal PET with DOI capability. It is an adaptation

from existing devices, with a particularity of using a reduced the number of

photodetectors to determine the DOI, substituting them by wavelength shifters.

The main goal of the system is to deliver high (state-of-the-art) and uniform spatial

resolution along all the FOV, reducing costs and complexity associated with high

number of components. Both will be described in the next chapters.
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2.1 DRIM-PET motivation

The development of small animal PET scanners with improved performance

motivated several advances in the technologies used in the detector development, in

particular to mitigate problems such as parallax effect. Many previous works on this

field applied the dual-ended readout technique to the scintillators, determining the

correct depth-of-interaction of the radiation inside the scintillator, thus representing

the LOR without parallax. A drawback of this approach is that it doubles the

number of photodetectors and the correspondent readout electronics.

Following this development, the DRIM-PET concept for a low cost small animal

PET, with depth-of-interaction (DOI) determination capabilities without doubling

the number of components, and stands for Dual-ended Readout Innovative Method for

Positron Emission Tomography, was proposed by the DRIM (Deteção de Radiação e

Imagiologia Médica) group at the University of Aveiro.

2.2 The DRIM-PET Concept

The DRIM-PET is a small PET system composed by a ring of LYSO:Ce

scintillation crystals from Kinheng Crystal1. The crystal lateral surfaces are wrapped

by a reflecting material, while the two base surfaces are open to allow the

scintillation photons to exit the crystals. This configuration aims to be capable of

DOI determination in the scintillators through the dual-end light readout approach

using MPPCs as photodetectors.

In the dual end light readout, the fraction of the scintillation photons measured

by each MPPC allows to estimate the DOI, since the interacting point of the γ photon

within the detector influences the amount of light going to each crystal base surface,

as depicted in Fig. 2.1. If we denote by A1 and A2 the signal amplitude (for example

in units of V), induced at the MPPCs by the photons that reach each one of the two

crystal bases and are detected by the correspondent MPPC, then the adimensional

quantity Ratio - R, based on the Anger logic, is related with the fraction of photons

detected at each base surface, can be expressed as a function of the interaction

position and calculated by Eq. 2.1:

R = A1 − A2

A1 + A2
(2.1)

1http://www.kinheng-crystal.com

http://www.kinheng-crystal.com
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Figure 2.1 Exemplification of the dual-ended readout mechanism for

depth-of-interaction determination. In this case, the γ photon interacted

closer to the MPPC on the rigth of the scintillator, inducing a higher electric

signal on that photo-detector.

This definition of R indicates that when the point of interaction of the γ ray in

the scintillation crystal occurred at the crystal center and the number of scintillation

photons reaching each base surface is equal, i.e. when the two MPPCs signals are

equal, A1 = A2 ⇒ R = 0.

The depth-of-interaction of each γ photon in a scintillation crystal with length L,

in mm, can be estimated from the quantity R using Eq. 2.2:

DOI = L×R [mm] (2.2)

Previous authors have successfully applied single-ended[1] and dual-ended[2, 3]

readout methods for DOI determination with DOI spatial resolution up to few mm.

The innovative feature behind DRIM-PET is a slightly modified dual-ended

readout mechanism: the group of inner MPPCs, each one coupled to the scintillation

crystal, is removed and substituted by wavelength-shifting (WLS) optical fibers, as

depicted in Fig. 2.2. Each group of 32 MPPCs (a quarter of the scintillators in the

ring) is substituted by a single WLS fiber, that only needs 1 MPPC for light readout

(or 2 if dual-ended method is applied to the WLS fiber).

Previous works with WLS have already suggested the possibility of using

WLS fibers as light-guides for scintillators in PET modules: the Ax-PET project

suggested the use of the fibers directly coupled to unwrapped lateral surfaces of

the scintillation crystals[4, 5], while Du, et al [6] suggested their use in both open

base surfaces of the scintillation crystal modules. In our case, the WLS fiber is only

coupled to one open base surface of the scintillation crystals but collects the light of

several crystals at the same time in the cylindrical configuration.
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Figure 2.2 Sketch of the proposed DRIM-PET concept for a detector ring,

using 128 LYSO crystals and 4 WLSs for DOI determination (all components

drawn to scale).

This change reduces the number of MPPC by a factor of 32:1 (or 32:2), reducing

also the number of associated electronic channels to be analysed. The less number of

components and the simpler, design aims to achieve state-of-the-art DOI resolution

with a more affordable solution.

2.3 Working principle

When a γ photon interacts in the detector crystal, assumed ideal, i.e. without

bulk or surface light traps, non-uniformities along the material, with a perfect

reflecting surfaces, the produced scintillating light is emitted isotropically and

internally reflected, without losses, to the two base open surfaces. When the

interaction occurs in the middle of the crystal, it is expected that the amount of light

going to both sides is the same, and therefore the signal amplitude will be equal.

Using Eq. 2.2, for R = 0⇒ DOI = 0, which means that the interaction took place in

the center of the crystal, as expected, since the signal is equally splitted between the

two MPPC.

If one of the MPPC is replaced by a WLS, then the scintillating photons will exit

the crystal and enter in the WLS. Once inside the WLS, those photons are absorbed

by a fluorescent dye in the WLS fiber, and fluorescent light is emitted. The fraction of

photons that met the conditions of total internal reflection are trapped and reflected
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3 a) Unitary cell configuration for DOI resolution evaluation. b)

Same as a), substituting one photodetector by the Wavelengh Shifter setup.

along the fiber length. One MPPC placed at the one of the ending surfaces of fiber

will collect part of those photons and generate an electric signal.

The dual end light readout with two MPPC at the to ends of the crystals can

be replaced by the configuration with one MPPC at the external base surface of

the crystal and the combination of the WLS and MPPC at the other crystal end,

splitting the signal between three MPPCs. The unitary cell configuration described

is depicted in Fig. 2.3a and Fig. 2.3b. It was used to experimentally evaluate

the feasibility of the concept and it performance, before the full ring system is

assembled.

While for a single cell this approach is unnecessary, and even more complex than

two MPPC directly coupled to the crystal, when it is applied to an array or ring of

crystal, the same WLS can be coupled to several crystals at the same time. Therefore,

for a large number of crystals, this method reduces the number of MPPC needed.

This enhances the main advantage of this configuration: a simpler readout, since it

reduces, nearly to half, the number of MPPCs to be read. However, due to photon

losses in the interface crystal-WLS, during the fluorescence conversion or those not

internally reflected in the fiber, only a fraction of photons is successfully detected by

the WLS+MPPCs configuration. This fact indicates that the success implementation
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of this idea will be highly dependent on the number of photons that the combined

mechanism is able to detect.

A modification to the Eq. 2.1 must be included when the inner MPPC is

substituted by the WLS+MPPCs, due to the light losses. Since the amount of

photons detected at each MPPC is no longer equal for a γ photon that interacted

in the center of the crystal (signal amplitude is lower for the WLS+MPPC

configuration), a factor k must be included in the determination of R. Considering

Fig. 2.1, if the MPPC1 is substituted by the combination WLS+MPPCs, then we can

write:

R = k × A1 − A2

k × A1 + A2
(2.3)

where k:

k = A2(x = 0)
A1(x = 0) (2.4)

can be understood as the attenuation fraction that the signal A1 has due to the light

losses in the combined system WLS+MPPC and A2 is the optical signal measured at

the WLS photodetectors. For the original scheme (without WLS), the value of k is 1.

2.4 Schematic and CAD

Composed by 128 crystals, with 5 cm diameter of useful FOV, DRIM-PET is

aimed for small and medium size mice. The LYSO crystals used have 1.5 × 1.5 ×
20 mm3, ensuring a high detector granularity, important to achieve high spatial

resolution, and painted with a reflective material. A photo of the ring is shown

in Fig. 2.4a. The MPPC used are MPPC series S10362-11-50P, with 400 pixels and an

active area of 1× 1 mm2. An amplified photo is shown in Fig. 2.4b

For the preliminar studies, the WLS that were tested are the BCF-91A square

double-clad fibers from Saint-Gobain Crystals[7], with a cross section of 1 × 2
mm2. A photo of the WLS is shown in Fig. 2.5. The BCF-91A cross section is

suitable for perfect optical coupling with the MPPC because both have an active

area with similar dimensions 1 × 1 mm2, what mean that almost all the photons in

total internal reflection will end up in the MPPC active area (assuming a perfect

geometric alignment).

A curved electronic board was designed to accommodate all the external MPPC

as close as possible to the external part of the LYSO ring. It is made of a standard

printed circuit board (PCB) material (FR4) with 0.6 mm thickness, that allows the

board to bend with an internal radius of 56 mm. The MPPC, having thickness
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4 a) Picture of the circular array of LYSO crystals that is the basis

of the DRIM-PET scanner. b) Close view of one of the MPPC of the series

S10362-11-50P (square pixels with 0.05 mm side and 1 × 1mm2 of active

area), that will be used in the prototype.

Figure 2.5 Picture of the WLS from Saint-Gobain, with a cross section of

1× 2 mm2, used for the preliminar characterizations.

of 1 mm, will tightly fit between the LYSO ring (55 mm extrnal radius) and the

electronic board. Optical grease is used as a optical coupler between in the interfaces

scintillator - MPPC, scintillator - WLS and WLS - MPPC. An enclosure box for

the whole system was designed to keep all the different mechanical components

assembled, as shown in Fig. 2.6a.

2.5 Electronics

The front-end electronics to be used in the first prototype is based in a

multiplexed MPPC readout, that allows a simpler electronic development, less

components and faster development, at the expenses of event rate limitations, due

to the dead time of the multiplexing system. A detailed description is given in the

next paragraphs.
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SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

(a)

Figure 2.6 a) Box designed to keep the different components of the DRIM-

PET mechanical system assembled.

2.5.1 Pre-amplification, digitalization and multiplexing circuit

The 128 MPPC used for the LYSO external surfaces readout are grouped in 4

groups of 32 MPPC. Each group is mounted in a curved PCB, responsible for the

MPPC bias (shared between all MPPC in the same board) and for multiplexing the

signals. If 1:1 coupling between MPPC and electronic channels was used, it would

mean 32 independent electronic channels, with the correspondent charge preamp,

shaper, etc. This would imply a complex and expensive system. Multiplexing the

MPPC output, using a configuration based in a charge division circuit[8], allows to

reduce 32 channels to only 2 - a resistive chain with two output channels for charge

preamps is enough.When a γ photon interact in one of the scintillators, the charge

produced at the MPPC (result of the scintillation light) is fed into the resistive chain

circuit.

A resistor with a fixed value placed between each MPPC output, ensuring that

each MPPC is connected to the resistive chain at a different node. This way, the

resistance value seen by each MPPC for the two pre-amplifiers is unique, what

originates an unique charge distribution within the resistive chain for each MPPC,

depending only on its location in the electronic chain. If the pulse amplitude on

each pre-amplifier is determined, let say A1 and A2, then the origin node of the

charge within the resistive chain can be estimated, using Eq. 3.1, and the scintillator

in which the γ interacted known.

Rchain = A1 − A2

A1 + A2
(2.5)

Although Eq. 2.1, Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.5 refers to a quantity with the same name R,
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(a)
(b)

Figure 2.7 a) Picture of the electronic modules, including the Canberra

preamplifier model 2005, used for the prototype characterization. Two

preamplifiers are needed for each multiplexing circuit with two outputs.

b) Picture of the digitizer model CAEN V1724 used for digitalization of the

pulses from the Canberra 2005 preamplifiers. Sometimes is useful to use an

Amplifier/Shaper before the signal digitalization.

they are not related: in the case of Eq. 2.5, Rchain measures the charge division at the

resistive chain level (electronic signal division), while in Eq. 2.1 and 2.3 R evaluates

the fraction of photons that goes to each open surfaces of the crystal (optical signal

division).2

Each output channel of the resistive chain is connected to a pre-amplifiers circuit.

For the prototype developed, commercially available pre-amplifiers model 2005

from Canberra[9] were used. A picture of the pre-amplifier enclosure is shown in

Fig. 2.7a.

For pulse digital conversion, the signal from the pre-amplifier is connected to the

digitizer model CAEN V1724[10] of 14 bits and 8 input channel, shown in Fig. 2.7b.

2In the next chapter another reference to a charge division multiplexing circuit is made, since it

is also used in the EasyPET-3D readout system.
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Figure 2.8 a) Situation without a multiplexing circuit, LORs in any

direction can be detected, and the useful FOV corresponds to the inner

diameter of the ring of scintillators. b) Due to the multiplexing system,

LORs in certain directions, whose triggered crystals belong to the same

group multipexed MPPCs, are not considered. Those regions in the FOV

will be affected by having less probablity to detect LORs with a specific

direction.

2.5.2 Coincidence sorter

Using the configuration described in the previously, the system is capable of

detecting coincidences from the annihilation events, as long as the digitizer system

is able to detect two pulses from different resistive chains in coincidence. Due to

the configuration that uses groups of 32 pairs of crystal+MPPC in the same resistive

chain, coincidences between crystals in the same group are not possible to detect,

so LORs occurring in the same group of crystals will not be counted, reducing the

overall sensitivity of the device. The effective field-of-view is reduced due to the

electronic multiplexing system, as depicted in Fig. 2.8.

Every time one γ photon is detected, the system waits for another event in one

of three other groups of detectors. If such event is found, it is assumed to be a

coincidence event and a global trigger is sent to the digitizer, in order to read the

pulse amplitude of all the channels. Each coincidence event assumes that two

crystals detected γ photons within the same coincidence time window, usually

bellow 100 ns. For each crystal, the external coupled MPPC originates 2 output

pulses at the correspondent resistive chain, and 2 other pulses are generated by the

MPPCs coupled to the WLS of that group of crystals. Therefore, a single coincidence

event generates 4 pulses per crystal (8 pulses in total), which amplitude needs to be

analysed in order to calculate the energy deposited by each γ photon in the crystals

(to discard random events, for example) and to calculate the LOR coordinates.
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2.5.3 Pulse processing and LOR calculation

As described in the previous subsection, 4 pulses per γ photon needs to be

analysed to determine in which crystal the interaction occurred and where within

the crystal (DOI). Once the point of interaction is estimated for both γ photons then

the correspondent LOR can be defined.

To trigger the coincidence, only the MPPC directly coupled to the crystals are

needed. When one of these MPPC has a signal above the defined threshold, it is an

indication that a γ photon interacted on the crystal in which the MPPC is coupled.

Knowing in which crystals the two γ photons interacted, it is possible to trace the

LOR between the those crystals, but without the penetration information.

Using the dual end readout method with the WLS and MPPC setup and the

Eq. 2.3 is possible to measure the point of interaction of the photons inside the

crystal. Once the DOI information is known, an important information is added

to the previous LOR. Instead of assuming a LOR starting at the center of the

inner surfaces of the crystal (the standard method), the DOI information allows to

virtually draw any possible LOR, no matter where the photons interacted inside the

crystal.

2.6 Results of the single cell characterization setup

To evaluate the feasibility of the DRIM-PET concept, the performance of a single

cell was evaluated using a dedicated experimental setup.

The first measurement of the DOI curve with a LYSO crystal consists in a crystal

with both open surfaces optically coupled to one PMT.

Measuring the light that reaches each PMT is possible to estimate the DOI within

the crystal. This measurement allows the calibration of the DOI measurements

for this type of crystal, acting as the reference for the next measurements with

MPPC. In the next setup , one of the PMT is replaced by the WLS+PMT. In this

setup, part of light produced by the crystal, previously sensed directly by the

PMT, is now first shifted inside the WLS before hit the PMT window. Finally,

in the third setup, the PMTs are replaced by MPPC. In all the three setups,

a Sodium-22 positron-emitter cylinder source, from Spectrum Techniques3, with

6.35 mm of diameter and 3.175 mm of well, embedded in an acrylic disk with 25.4 mm
of diameter and about 5 µCi at the time of the measurements, was used as the

3Spectrum Techniques, LLC http://www.spectrumtechniques.com/

http://www.spectrumtechniques.com/
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radioactive source. A second LYSO crystal was placed between the Sodium-22

source and the studied LYSO, for electronic collimation of annihilation events.

The Sodium-22 source and the collimation LYSO are moved together to different

positions perpendicularly to the studied LYSO, in order to consider only events in a

known defined DOI within the crystal.

2.6.1 Results using PMTs

For the setups using PMTs, the ratio R, calculated according Eq. 2.1, is

determined by measuring the amount of light in each crystal end receives for each

collimation position. Results are depicted in Fig. 2.9a. For calculations of R, higher

slopes and small error bars means better DOI resolution: higher slopes allows better

differentiation of DOI at different source positions, while error bars means less

uncertainty on that differentiation. From Fig. 2.9a, the experimental setup using

two PMT showed that, for the considered LYSO crystals, R varies between 0.25 and

+0.75, and when replacing one PMT by the WLS+PMT setup, the results are worst

and R varied between 0.35 to 0.65. GATE simulations of the later setup indicated

that, in the best case scenario, R changes approximately from from 0.15 to 0.85. The

analysis of the errorbars for the three curves also shows that higher uncertainties

occur for the experimental setup with the WLS, as excepted due to the interfaces

and conversion (during light shift in the WLS) light losses.

The DOI determination is intrinsically related with the uncertainty of the

determination of R, as shown by Fig. 2.9b. The situation with larger errorbars is

the experimental setup with the WLS, where an DOI error between 4 mm and 6 mm
is achieved. Results for the simulation of the identical setup shows that DOI error

bellow 2 mm should be possible, while the calibration setup with 2 PMTs indicates

showed DOI errors between 1.5 mm and 3.5 mm, still higher than the simulated

setup with the WLS.

The fact that smaller error bars and a higher slop are found for the simulation of

the WLS setup in comparison with the experimental measurements with two PMT

may indicate that the experimental setup can be improved and that simulations are

oversimplified, not considering some important experimental aspects.

2.6.2 Results using MPPCs

Once the calibration with PMT and the comparison between experimental

results and simulations is done, the experimental setup was adapted to perform
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Figure 2.9 a) Ratio as a function of the collimation source position, for

the three situations setups considered. b) DOI determination error of the

situation a).

measurements with the MPPC replacing the PMTs.

The first step consisted in measure the DOI using the standard dual-ended

readout with two MPPC. Optical grease was applied in the interstitial space between

the MPPC and the LYSO. The energy spectrum of each MPPC was recorded,

for each collimation position, as exemplified in Fig. 2.10a, showing an energy

spectrum taken for a collimation at 10 mm (middle of the LYSO crystal). Using

the information acquired for each event, the ratio given by Eq. 2.2 is calculated.

The resultant histogram, exemplified by Fig. 2.10b is used to extrapolate the mean

value of the ratio R and the correspondent uncertainty RFWHM, for each collimation

position.Fig. 2.10b shows that for the collimation at 2.5 mm, 10 mm and 17.5 mm,

the analysis of the histogram allows to distinguish each one of the three groups of

events correspondent to the collimation positions, although some overlap occurs for

the the events in the tails of the individual histograms.

This fact difficults the task of labelling those events by their DOI in a practical

situation (where no DOI collimation is made, as in this experiment), based only

in the measured R, since there is no other parameter to classify each event. This

limits the determination of DOI based on the histograms of R: large dispersions of

the histograms deteriorates the DOI resolution, even if the mean value R is clearly

different for each collimated position.
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Figure 2.10 a) Typical energy spectrum recorded at the scintillation crystal

using MPPCs, acquired with the source collimating the center of the crystal

(x=10 mm). b) Three ratio histograms, acquired at different source positions

(x=2.5,10 and 17.5 mm), are shown. The shift of R occurs due to the change

of the source collimation position.

The results for collimation positions along all the LYSO crystal width are

depicted in Fig. 2.12. The 511 keV peak position for each MPPC, plotted Fig. 2.11a.

The MPPC 1, located at x = 0 mm, receives more light when the system is collimating

at lower values of x, and a decrease of the peak position occurs with the increase

of the collimation position, while the MPPC 2, located at the other end of the

crystal (x = 20 mm) see an increase of light and therefore an increase of the

peak position with the increase of the collimation position. The sum of the two

curves, MPPC1+MPPC2, allows the evaluation of the total light detection, for each

collimation position, and the result indicate thats that the optical system response

was not uniform, since more light was collected for lower collimation positions. The

causes should be related with misalignments in the interface LYSO-MPPC2 (making

less photons been detected by the MPPC2, and therefore, less photons are detected

in total), non-uniformities in the LYSO bulk volume or saw-cut surfaces (creating a

preferred direction for photons path, within the crystal, also reducing the number

of total photons detected).

The plot of R is depicted in Fig, 2.11a, and compared with the previous situation

(Fig, 2.9a) where PMTs were used. From this plot, it can bee seen that while the

error bars are typically of the same size, either using the PMT or the MPPC, R
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Figure 2.11 a) Position of the total absorption photo-peak in the energy

spectrum obtained for the MPPCs located at each side of the crystal. b)

Comparison of the Ratio obtained using PMTs and MPPCs at both ends, for

the DOI determination. The lower slope when MPPCs were used causes a

worst DOI resolution.

data shows a smaller slope for the later case, and therefore more uncertainty in the

DOI determination is achieved using the MPPC detectors. This fact can arise from

the lower number photons that are detected by the MPPC in comparison with the

PMT: with a size of 1 x1 mm2, the MPPC window is smaller than the LYSO surface

1.5 x1.5 mm2, while the window surface of the PMT used 4 is a circle with 13 mm of

diameter, large enough to match the entire LYSO surface, reducing the probability

of photons escaping the detector window.

The sum of the two signals from the MPPCs (MPPC1 + MPPC2) can be

represented in terms of an energy spectrum, since this value is directly related

with the energy transferred from the incoming γ photon to the LYSO crystal - the

light detected in both MPPCs, for each event, is proportional to the transferred

energy. The determination of the energy resolution, for each collimation position,

from this energy spectrum is represented in Fig. 2.12a. The reported values are

in the range from 24 to 32 %. In order to be sure that the collimation of the LYSO

crystal was performed at the correct positions, the plot of the number of detected

coincidences per second is depicted in Fig. 2.12b, where we can see that the number

4R760 from Hamamatsu https://www.hamamatsu.com/us/en/R760.html

https://www.hamamatsu.com/us/en/R760.html
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Figure 2.12 a) Energy resolution of the LYSO energy spectrum using the

Sodium-22 source, as a function of the collimation source position. b)

Number of coincidences recorded per second, at each collimation position,

used for confirm that no geometric misalignments were affecting the

measurements.

of detected coincidences clearly decreases when the collimation is done outside the

LYSO coordinates, located in the range from 0 to 20 mm, having a plateau along this

range, that corresponds to the region, where the crystal was located.

2.6.3 Energy selection effect for the DOI determination

In the previous results, the histogram of the ratio R (according with Eq. 2.1) with

all the events was used to estimate R and the correspondent ∆R. Plotting the same

data in a 2D histogram, where one of the coordinates corresponds toR and the other

to the energy of the event, we can see that the values of R are more spread for lower

energies, while the events correspondent to the 511 eV peak full absorption shows a

less spread distribution of R, as depicted in Fig. 2.13a, 2.13c and 2.13e

To estimate the influence of the low energy events for the degradation of

the estimation of R and ∆R, an event selection was performed using a k-means

clustering method5, and the full peak absorption events were separated from the

low energy events, being the later discarded. After this selection, only the full peak

5Matlab ® algorithm able to separate events in a given number of clusters, by measuring

properties such as closest-neighbour distance.
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absorption events are used to calculate R and ∆R, and the results are depicted in

Fig. 2.13b, 2.13d and 2.13f.

Plots shown in Fig 2.13 shows only the application of the algorithm to

few collimation source positions, as a demonstration of the method, while the

application of the algorithm to all the acquired data (at different collimated

positions) and comparison with previous results without event selection (Fig. 2.11b)

are depicted in Fig. 2.14. Results shows that although R is not affected by the event

selection performed by the k-mean algorithm, the ∆R is lower than before, due

to low energy events (more spread) that are not taken into account for the new

calculation of R. The percentage difference between the mean value of ∆R with

and without event selection is about 23 %. In terms of DOI resolution, the calculated

DOI resolution for the case without event selection is 8.7 mm, while a resolution of

6.9 mm has been achieved when low energy events are discarded, what translates

into an DOI resolution increase of about 1.8 mm.
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Figure 2.13 2D histograms of the recorded events, where the x-axis is the

Energy and the y-axis the Ratio. a), c) and e) shows the situation without

selecting the only the peak events, while in b), d) and f) only peak events

were considered. While the energy resolution is not affected by this event

selection, the calculation of R greatly improves (smaller FWHM means

lower DOI uncertainty), as expected.
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Figure 2.14 Comparison of the obtained Ratio before (raw data) and after

energy event selection. The reduction of the error bars indicates that better

DOI resolution is a achievable if energy cut is applied to the data, as

expected.
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The 3D version of the EasyPET appeared to solve the lack of axial imaging

capability of the initial EasyPET prototype. In this chapter, we will focus on the

technical details behind the 3D generalization of the EasyPET technology, from

the acquisition method to the electronic details. In particular, we will exploit the

details of the electronic circuit developed to scale the EasyPET 2D prototype to a

3D version, the characterization of the prototype in terms of different electronic

blocks performance, scanner spatial resolution, and the mechanical requirements

for correct image acquisitions and reconstruction.

Some images of the IQ NEMA-NU-2008 phantoms acquired with the developed

prototype are shown and compared with simulations, in order to evaluate the

performance of the system and its capabilities for preclinical imaging. Finally, the

first preclinical studies that used the EasyPET 3D prototype are also presented to

demonstrate the potentialities of the system in terms of image quality for in-vivo

tests.

3.1 EasyPET 2D

Convectional PET scanners have ring geometries, where the scintillation de-

tectors are distributed uniformly in a full (or partial) circumference. The stack

of several circumferences allows 3D imaging. Non conventional geometries, like

parallel plates, are also used for preclinical and clinical purposes[1, 2]. Among those

geometries for PET scanners is the EasyPET system developed at the University of

Aveiro. It is a PET system based in two detecting cells rotating according two axes,

performing a full 2D scan[3, 4]. A scheme of EasyPET working principle is depicted

in 3.1a. The acquistion method was patented by the University of Aveiro [5] and

technology was licensed to CAEN S.p.A., being now a commercial product, shown

in Fig. 3.1b., part of the CAEN educational catalog[6].

3.1.1 Principle of operation

The EasyPET system mimics a fan-beam acquisition method present in many CT

scanners, but instead of use a full array of scintillation detectors, only two are used

and a fan rotation is used to cover the entire FOV. Each time a coincidence is detected

between the two scintillation detectors, the line-of-response (LOR) considered for

the two annihilation photons trajectory is the line between the two front faces of

the scintillation detectors. Each LOR is characterized by the angular coordinates
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1 a) EasyPET working principle scheme. Three positions are

represented, in each one the scanner acquires a fanbeam projection. The

FOV dimension is defined by the angular aperture of the fanbeam scan. b)

Comercial available 2D EasyPET from CAEN S.p.A.[6].

called Top Angle and Bottom Angle, which are the fan arc angle and the projection

view angle, respectively, and are at the same time given by the position of each one

of the two (top and bottom) motors used for the scanner movement[3, 4]. Those

coordinates are then converted to a sinogram, for posterior image reconstruction.

An advantage of this acquisition method is the absence of parallax effect. The

reason is that coincidence photons always penetrate the scintillation detectors

perpendicularly to the front face.

In the EasyPET geometry with only two cells, the only uncertainty associated

with the photon interaction point in the crystal arises from the detector width, and

since the photons enters the crystals almost perpendicularly to the front face of the

crystals, DOI uncertainty can be neglected.

3.2 EasyPET 3D - From 2D to 3D acquisitions

The use of the first EasyPET prototype for educational purposes has demon-

strated the interesting capabilities of the small and simple system to produce images

from Sodium-22[3, 4] and also 18F sources. Nevertheless, 3D images were only

possible by moving the object in the axial plane, making the system difficult to use

for 3D acquisitions. The reduced number of cells strongly limits the sensibility of the
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Figure 3.2 Lateral schematic view of the two arrays of cristals that

compose the first EasyPET 3D prototype.

system, so the obvious choice to go for 3D images was the increase of the detector

pairs number in the axial direction.

To achieve an reasonable axial sensibility, the system was scaled from 1 detector

pair to a column of 16 detector pairs, which means an axial FOV of roughly 35 mm.

The transaxial FOV has also been increased to a circumference of a maximum

diameter of 60 mm, slightly larger than the previous one with 57.7 mm. A schematic

draw of the new configuration is depicted in Fig. 3.2.

This new configuration, with more detectors, will increase the overall sensibility

at the same time that allows three-dimensional images in real time, without the need

of moving the object to scan different axial layers.

3.2.1 Materials

To detectors used for γ rays detection in EasyPET 3D are LYSO crystals, from

Epic-Crystal1, with dimensions 2× 2× 30 mm3. The system uses 16 crystals in each

side, so two matrix of crystals are needed. On each matrix, crystals are aligned and

separated by a reflective paint with roughly 200 µm of material, to avoid optical

cross talk. A photo of one of the pair of 16-LYSO arrays used is depicted in Fig. 3.3a.

1http://www.epic-crystal.com/
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3 a) Picture of the two array pairs of scintillators used for the

EasyPET 3D prototype. b) Custom made PCB designed to accomodate the

MPPC and ensure a perfect coupling to the array of scintillators shown on

a).

For light detection, Hamamatsu MPPC S10362 with 1× 1 mm2 of active area and

100 pixels was choose. A custom made PCB was developed in order to couple the

MPPCs 1:1 with the crystals. A picture is depicted in Fig. 3.3b.

3.2.2 U-Shape board

During the development of the EasyPET 3D system, we decided to maintain

some of the initial characteristics of the 2D system, and give to the system the axial

acquisition capability.

Two main features were kept from the initial scanner to the 3D version: the

MPPC readout front-end and the dynamic acquisition method based in two stepper

motors.

The third dimension was achieved in the EasyPET 3D through the increase of

the number of detector cells in the axial direction, i.e., the number of detector pairs

(16 in the new device against the single pair in the 2D version). A picture of the two

systems is depicted in Fig 3.4.

This increase of the number of detectors increased the complexity of the

electronic circuit to 32 electronic channels (16 pairs of detectors) in simultaneous,

instead of the 2 used in the 2D EasyPET. The use of a multiplexing system

allowed the reduction from 32 to 4 channels only, although the complexity of the

electronic circuit increased compared with the electronic channels used in the 2D

EasyPET because of the need to change the coincidence sorter and include a peak

detector with sample-and-hold capabilities and an ADC, everything integrated in

the U-Shape board. The main details of those parts of the circuit are described in the
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.4 A picture of the two EasyPET boards: a) EasyPET 2D and

b) EasyPET 3D. In addition to the larger entrance in the U-Shape board,

allowing an axial field-of-view, the EasyPET 3D also has smaller electronic

components to accommodate the more complex electronic circuit in the

board. While the 2D version is only for demonstration purposes, the 3D

version is suitable for research.

next paragraphs.

3.2.3 Analog front-end

The front-end circuit for the MPPC readout present in the EasyPET 3D is based

in the electronic circuit present in the EasyPET 2D prototype, with addition of some

new features. A scheme of the front-end used in depicted in Fig. 3.5. In this circuit,

the charge signal generated at the MPPC is converted to a voltage signal by the

circuit based in a commercially available operational amplifier, the OPA6562. We

decided to keep this configuration from the previous version of the EasyPET (2D)

beucause, being a FET-input amplifier, with high speed and low input voltage noise,

it is suitable for keeping signal integrity and stable operation when driving high

input capacitive devices such as MPPCs. The signal from the MPPC is connected to

the negative input of the op-amp, what makes the output pulse negative. Therefore,

to help the integration with the digital circuitry, the pulse must be inverted, what is

done in the next step.

2Texas Instruments http://www.ti.com/product/OPA656

http://www.ti.com/product/OPA656
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Figure 3.5 Front-end electronic circuit used for each electronic channel

present in the EasyPET 3D. For simplicity, only a single biased MPPC is

shown instead of the resistive chain multiplexing circuit.

The output pulse from the Preamp is split in two signals to fed an integrator and

a differentiator circuits. The integrator acts as a shaper and inverter for the signal

from the preamp, and makes the signal slower for pulse amplitude measurement.

The differentiator circuit, that applies a derivative and inversion to the input

signal, generates the time trigger of the event, since the output signal of the

differentiator is a shorten version (fast rise time) of the preamplifier signal, making

it suitable for triggering purposes. When this signal is fed into a digital comparator,

with a reference above the circuit noise level, a digital pulse ’1’ is triggered every

time an γ photon interact in the scintillator coupled to the MPPC. This digital pulse

will be used by the coincidence sorter circuit to determine if the triggered γ ray event

is in coincidence mode (another γ ray is triggered within a coincidence window of

few nanoseconds) or if it is a single event (an isolated γ ray interaction).

Comparing with the initial EasyPET 2D, now the front-end circuit triggers the

events in the derivative signal and not in the original signal, what makes the trigger

fast and with less time-jitter due to pulse rise time. Another difference between the

two EasyPET versions is the presence of the Integrator stage, that prepares the pulse

for the ADC conversion, implemented directly in the U-Shape PCB of the EasyPET

3D but was not present in the EasyPET 2D.
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1

2

MPPC Scintillator

Res. Chain

Preamp

Preamp

Figure 3.6 Scheme of a group of 16 detector cells (MPPC coupled to a

scintillator), and the resistive chain multiplexing circuit used for readout,

with 1 electronic channel at each end. A γ photon interaction in a scintillator

closer to pre-amplifier number 2 originates a higher amplitude signal on

that pre-amplifier comparing with the signal produced at pre-amplifier 1,

due to the charge division at the resistive chain.

3.2.4 Resistive chain multiplexing circuit

While in the EasyPET 2D, coincidences where detected between 2 detectors only,

now there are 2 groups of 16 detectors, and each coincidence will be characterized

by the pair of detectors in which the pair of γ rays interacted. This gives 162 possible

pair combinations (coincidences between detectors in the same side of the U-Shape

board are not allowed).

To avoid single electronic readout of all the 32 detectors, a resistive chain

multiplexing circuit is implemented for each group of detectors. This reduces the

problem to 4 front-end electronic channels to be analysed, 2 for each group of

detectors. The resistive chain circuit, with an electronic channel at each end, is

depicted in Fig. 3.6. When a γ photon interact in one of the 16 scintillators of each

group, the charge produced at the MPPC (result of the scintillation light) is fed into

the resistive chain circuit.

For each group of 16 MPPC, the number of resistors used is 17, and each MPPC
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signal is connected to the resistive chain at a different node. This way, the resistance

value seen by each MPPC for the two preamplifiers is unique, what originates a

charge distribution within the resistive chain also unique for each MPPC, depending

only on it’s position in the chain.

If the pulse amplitude on each pre-amplifier is determined, let say A1 and A2,

then the origin node of the charge within the resistive chain can be estimated, using

Eq. 3.1, and the scintillator in which the γ interacted known.

Rchain = A1 − A2

A1 + A2
(3.1)

where chain is the ratio between the pulse measured by the two ADC at the end

of each electronic channel. Although the light produced by a full absorption of a

511 keV γ photon in the scintillator is not constant, as well as the charge produced at

the MPPC as a response to that light, in the ideal situation, equation Eq. 3.1 has only

16 unequivocal possible values, as shown in Fig. 3.7a and Fig. 3.7b.

Even in non-multiplexing systems, since the number of scintillation photons pro-

duced per keV of energy deposited in the scintillator follows a normal distribution

and the energy spectrum is not an uniform distribution, the unequivocal nature of

Eq. 3.1 should prevail. Nevertheless, there is always noise in the electronic signal

and imperfections on the pulse height digitalization by the ADC circuit will broaden

the 16 possible values of Rchain. As a consequence, some overlap may appear in the

histograms of Rchain, arising uncertainties in the scintillator determination.

A Monte Carlo simulation, depicted in Fig. 3.7, shows the effect of adding

different voltage noise levels (following a normal distribution) to the ideal case,

using a simulated Sodium-22 spectrum. The degradation in the histograms is

visible, specially for signals generated at scintillators near the resistive chain ends,

as depicted for voltage noise levels above 20 mV. This enhances the importance of

having a very good noise level in the electronic circuit, otherwise the multiplexing

system effectiveness is compromised and individual MPPC readout would be

necessary.

Using the same code we vary the gain of the electronic circuit (keeping the

voltage noise level constant at 20 mV) in a way that the 511 keV energy peak appears

at the ADC channels 1000 (Fig 3.8a and Fig 3.8b), 2500 (Fig 3.8c and Fig 3.8d) and

4500 (Fig 3.8e and Fig 3.8f), we can observe two effects. The first is seen for lowers

gain (Fig 3.8a and Fig 3.8b) were we can notice from the R histogram that although

the peaks are distinguishable from each other, their tails are overlapping, specially

for the peaks near the two ends.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.7 Numerical simulation of the ratio histograms (left) and the

bivariate histogram of the energy and ratio (right), for different voltage

noise levels at a constant gain of 2500 (ADC channel) for the 511 keV peak.

Noise levels above 20 mV, as in c), d), e) and f) are enough to overlap events

from different scintillators, specially for those near the ends of the resistive

chain and for low energy events.
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The gain increase mitigates this effect, but for very high gains, one of the

ADC saturates revealing the second effect, a roof-shape pattern on the bivariate

histograms ( Fig 3.8f). The effect is more severe for the scintillators near the two ends

of the resistive chain. The reason is the fact that those positions in the resistive chain

originate the original signal split into two signals with very different amplitudes,

and one of them saturates the electronic circuit. In the simulation model, our ADC

saturates for signals above ADC Channel 3500. This is similar to what happens

in the experimental circuit, where signal distortion starts for signals above 3.5 V
to 4 V (4 V is the equivalent of ≈ 3277 ADC channels, in a 5V ADC with 12 bits,

as we are using). However, this saturation doesn’t affect the separation of R peaks,

and the gain increase reduces the overlapping between them, allowing better events

separation.

Resistive chain experimental results

The correct identification of the crystals using the multiplexing system through

the resistive chain method was successfully applied to the EasyPET 3D prototype,

and a typical example of an experimentally measured bivariate histogram R similar

to those simulated in the previous section is shown in Fig. 3.9a. This histograms are

used to associate each event to the correspondent crystals, and this way to know the

axial position of each coincidence γ ray detected. A typical energy spectrum for all

the recorded events (independently of the origin crystal) is shown in Fig. 3.9b.

In the example, the 511 keV energy peak is visible for all the crystals, but appear

at different ADC channel values. Three main reasons can explain those differences:

the light output of each crystal might be different, the optical coupling between

each crystal and it’s MPPC is not equal for all the pairs and each MPPC has a slight

different gain than the others, for the same bias voltage.

Some noise events are present in a typical acquisition (in the left of the image),

originated from a incorrect signal digitalization, that are filtered before the data is

used for image reconstruction.

3.2.5 Difference of signal arrival times for in the resistive chain

To evaluate the effect of the resistive chain multiplexing system for the

signals arrival time for each preamplifier on the same resistive chain, and which

consequences it would cause to the coincidences detection, the arrival time of the

two pulses at each preamplifier was measured in an oscilloscope and the difference
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.8 The gain increase, for a fixed noise level, improves the R peak

separation, even for higher gains (figures e) and f)) where the saturation of

one of the ADCs occurs.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.9 a) Typical experimental bivariate histogram of Energy and R.

16 groups of events are distinguishable, each one with a given value of R

associated with. The 511 keV energy peak is visible in all of the groups, but

appear at slightly different ADC channels. Some noise events are present

on the left side of the histogram. b) Projection view of all the energies for

the bivariate histogram on a).

recorded in an histogram. To avoid jitter errors in the measurement, we defined

the arrival time of each pulse as the instant at which it crosses 25% of its maximum

amplitude. For a sufficient large number of measurements, the resultant histogram

shows a Gaussian-like shape. A Gaussian fit allows to extract the mean arrival

difference between the two signals (the center of the Gaussian fit) and the dispersion

of the arrival times (the FWHM). A typical histogram is shown in Fig. 3.10, and

the results for different triggering conditions is summarized in Tab. 3.1. These

results shows that the difference arrival time difference is bellow 2 ns and the mean

dispersion measured is 2.7 ns.

Although the coincidences are triggered between the fastest signal on each

resistive chain, the minimum coincidence time window defined in the electronic

system (40 ns, as will be explained in the next section) is much higher than the signal

delay measured in the resistive chain system, so this signal delay should not affect

the coincidence sorter mechanism.
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Figure 3.10 Histogram of the difference arrival time of the pulses (at

25% of their amplitude) at each preamplifier in the same resistive chain,

triggering the channel 1 at 2.8 V, with the source located at the center of

the scintillators array. Acquisitions taken with VMPPC=74.15 V and at a

temperature of 32.3°.

Table 3.1 Results of the measurement of the arrival time difference at

each preamplifier, for different triggering conditions and source locations.

Source located top means the source is closer to scintillators near the

preamplifier at channel 1.

Conditions C1 Trigger at 2.8V C2 Trigger at 2.8V C2 Trigger at 3V C2 Trigger at 2V
Mean Value [ns]

Source location bottom center top bottom center top center center

Arrival Time Diff. [ns] 0.0 0.0 -0.3 1.9 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.0 1.0 ± 1.3

Dispersion FWHM [ns] 2.8 2.8 3.2 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.8 2.6 2.7 ± 0.4

3.2.6 Coincidence sorter

In the previous sections the analog front-end and the multiplexing system used

in the EasyPET 3D version was explained. Since only 4 electronic channels are

implemented in the U-Shape board, a proper coincidence sorter had to be developed

in order to detect coincidences between the 2 groups of scintillators.

The coincidence sorter circuit is responsible for analyse the triggers originated

on each electronic channel, and activate a coincidence flag every time a pair of
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Figure 3.11 A scheme of the coincidence sorter logic, made of two OR

gates (one per group of scintillators) and one AND gate. When a γ ray

interact in a scintillator, the correspondent OR gate outputs a pulse with

40 ns. When the two OR gate are triggered at the same time, the AND gate

outputs a pulse with 5 µs, called Coincidence flag.

γ rays are detected within the coincidence time window defined. Simultaneous

interactions (with origin in different γ photons or even Compton events in the

scintillators) in different scintillators of the same group are not distinguished, due

to the multiplexing system. Therefore, only events in scintillators that don’t belong

to the same group will be analysed as possible coincidence events.

The principle of operation of the coincidence sorter circuit is depicted in Fig. 3.11.

When a γ photon transfer energy to a scintillator, the multiplexing system

will generate two pulses, as described in the previous section. Each pulse height

depends on two parameters: the energy E deposited by the particle in the

scintillator (more energy generates more light in the scintillator and therefore a

pulse of higher amplitude in the MPPC) and the ratio R associated with resistive

chain position of the fired MPPC. Considering only events in the same scintillator

(and by consequence in the same resistive chain node), no matter how much light is
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generated, they will show a similar ratio R, while the pulse height of those events

will only depend on the energy E deposited by the particle. This energy is given by

the sum of the two pulses generated.

The first stage of the coincidence sorter is to detect when a Single arrives.

Since every Single generates two pulses at the multiplexing system, and each pulse

triggers a digital ’1’ if it exceeds a given threshold, controlled by software. The use

of a two input OR gate, feed with the digital pulses from the two triggers (one for

each side of the multiplexing system), will trigger a digital flag, called Single flag,

every time at least one of the pulses in the multiplexing system exceeds the defined

threshold. Since MPPCs located at the ending nodes of the resistive chain generates

two pulses with very different amplitudes, very often the lower one can be smaller

than the threshold defined by software. The OR gate system ensures that at least

one of the pulses (the higher one) will always activate the Singles flag.

Due to the characteristics of the multiplexing system, the higher pulses will

trigger the Single flag faster, making them a good choice to trigger the coincidence

time window opening.

The process described occurs for the two groups of scintillators, what means that

two Single triggers are present in the electronic circuit. Those two triggers have a

fixed time width, with a minimum of 40 ns in the EasyPET 3D case. A digital AND

gate is used to search for two Single triggers in coincidence. When this happens, a

Coincidence event is found, and the correspondent Coincidence trigger is fired. This

trigger has variable time width (selectable but fixed during the acquisitions) from

5 µs to 10 µs, during which the digitalization of the 4 pulses (2 for each γ photon)

takes place and the information is sent to the computer. This time also corresponds

to the dead-time of the detector for the arrival of new coincidences.

3.2.7 Peak detector and Sample-and-hold circuit

When a coincidence event is detected, the coincidence trigger starts the

digitalization of the 4 pulse height. Since the EasyPET 3D aims to be a low-cost

scanner, a the full-wave digitalization method was not viable since high speed ADC

are needed (in the range of tens of MHz), as well as high computing power capable

to process all acquired data. Other solution would be the use of a TDC, although

it require a fast and precise clock generator (also of the order of tens of MHz), a

comparator and a counter.

A third alternative is the use of a peak detector circuit with a sample-and-hold
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Figure 3.12 Schematic of the peak detector with sample-and-hold circuit.

When a pulse from a coincidence event arrives, the ground switch opens

and the energy switch closes, allowing the reservoir capacitor to capture the

voltage of the incoming pulse. The differentiator circuit opens the energy

switch when the incoming pulse has the maximum amplitude, and the

capacitor holds it voltage for the ADC acquisition.

mechanism, capable of triggering the instant when an incoming pulse is at

maximum amplitude and retain that amplitude for the ADC acquisition. This last

option was the chosen method due to its simplicity, since only standard electronic

components are needed, as depicted in Fig. 3.12.

The working principle of this peak detector with sample-and-hold relies on the

use of two trigger signals, two analog switches and one reservoir capacitor. A

LTSpice3 simulation example is depicted in Fig. 3.13.

The conversion starts with the arrival of pulse from the integrator stage,

previously described at Fig. 3.5, that is split in two. One signal passes through a

differentiator circuit similar to the one used for the Singles trigger, described before,

and a derivative of the input pulse is obtained. This derivative will cross the ground

reference when the original pulse is at the maximum amplitude.

A fast comparator is comparing the derivative amplitude with a given reference,

3LTspice® is a high performance SPICE simulation software for simulation of analog and digital

circuits, distributed by Analog Devices, Inc. http://www.analog.com/en/design-center/design-

tools-and-calculators/ltspice-simulator.html

http://www.analog.com/en/design-center/design-tools-and-calculators/ltspice-simulator.html
http://www.analog.com/en/design-center/design-tools-and-calculators/ltspice-simulator.html
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.13 a) Results of the LTSpice simulation of the peak detector

circuit represented in Fig. 3.12. When the pulse from the integrator reach

the circuit, the coincidence and the energy trigger operates at the same

instant, allowing the voltage at the capacitor to rise as the incoming

pulse, and to retain the maximum amplitude during 4 µs, needed for

digitalization. b) A zoom at the first instants allows to see the derivative

signal operation, responsible for activating the energy trigger, when the

integrator pulse arrives, and to disable it, when the pulse has the maximum

amplitude.

in this case the ground (or a voltage slight above the ground noise level, to avoid

multiple triggers). The output of the comparator is ’0’ before the pulse arrival, toggle

to ’1’ during the derivative rise and fall, and to ’0’ again when it crosses the ground

reference. The comparator output signal is the Energy switch signal, normally open

except when the derivative is positive, e.g., when the signal from the integrator

is rising and the switch closed, what charges the reservoir capacitor until it has

the same voltage as the buffered signal from the integrator. When the derivative

signal crosses the ground reference and the comparator output signal toggle to ’0’

and opens the switch again, the reservoir capacitor will retain its voltage until the

discharge mechanism acts.

The discharge mechanism consists in another analog switch, designated Ground

switch, that is normally closed, contrary to the Energy switch. The reason why it

is normally closed is to avoid any unwanted charge accumulation in the reservoir
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.14 a) Experimental results of the circuit represented in Fig. 3.12,

with the incoming of a coincidence event and activation of the Energy

Trigger (for ADC operation). b) Zoom of a), showing a delay of few tens of

ns between the integrator output and the peak-detector signal, not relevant

for our application, and an offset between the maximum amplitude of the

integrator output and the peak-detector captured amplitude.

capacitor that is not originated by a coincidence pulse but by a single or noise in

the circuit. The trigger to this Ground switch is the Coincidence trigger discussed

previously. When a coincidence arrives, the Coincidence trigger opens the Ground

switch and the capacitor became isolated from the ground reference. Only after

this the Energy switch closes, allowing the capacitor to charge. The Coincidence

trigger remains ’1’ for 5 µs, as described before, the time during which the reservoir

capacitor retains the acquired voltage. A regular ADC can then perform a single

conversion of the voltage stored by the capacitor and send the information to

the computer. When the Coincidence trigger toggle to ’0’ again, 5 µs after the

coincidence detection, the Ground switch closes and discharge the capacitor. An

experimental capture of this circuit operation during a coincidence event is depicted

in Fig. 3.14. Similarities with the simulated situation of Fig. 3.13 are evident,

although in the experimental setup the derivative output is a negative pulse, the

peak-detector signal is delayed few tens of ns in respect to the Integrator output and

the peak-detector captured voltage shows an offset less than 200 mV in respect to the

integrator output.

This circuit has two main limitations. The first related with the presence
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.15 a) Pile-up event during the ADC digitalization. Captured

amplitude is wrong and the ratio R is affected, making it impossible to

determine the triggered scintillator. b) The single-shot ADC acquisition is

affected by the voltage noise level of the order of few tens of mV, reducing

the quality of the R histograms.

of pile-ups events, that originates wrong energy measurements, as depicted in

Fig. 3.12. If the later pulse has less amplitude than the one that triggered the

coincidence, the measurement is not affected, but if it is higher (as in Fig. 3.12) the

peak-detector circuit will be activated twice and store the later amplitude, and the

ADC will capture the wrong voltage value. This is an intrinsic limitation of the

circuit and more frequent for high irradiation rates.

The second limitation is the noise level and the ADC acquisition method. As

depicted in Fig. 3.15b, the noise level in the ADC input signal is of the order of

50 mV peak-to-peak, which is of the same order of magnitude of the noise levels

simulated in our numerical model in section 3.2.4. Since our ADC measurement is

a single-shot measurement, we cannot avoid the measurement error of this order

of magnitude (50 mV peak-to-peak), which clearly limits our results, as explained

before. A possible future solution is the substitution of our ADC to one that is able

to perform several measurements in the same time interval and use their mean value

instead of the single-shot measurement.

An interesting feature of this peak detector with sample-and-hold capability

is that it works well with pulses with different rise times, since the circuit has

individual triggering circuits, capable of measure the instant when the pulse is
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at the maximum amplitude, and therefore the 4 electronic channels will have an

independent peak detecting capability, what is specially useful when in the same

resistive chain circuit, one of the pulses is more attenuated by the resistors and reach

it’s maximum later than the other pulse that is less attenuated and rises faster.

3.2.8 MPPC temperature coefficient determination

The temperature characterization of the MPPC gain was evaluated using the

temperature sensors available at the U-Shape board. The PCB was heated using

a hot air gun, and allowed to cool up to ambient temperature. During cooling, the

energy spectrum was recorded during a few instants and the average temperature of

each side of the U-Shape board during those instants recorded. Results are depicted

in Fig. 3.16a, where the 511 keV peak position (in ADC units) shows the gain decrease

with the increase of temperature.

The temperature compensation coefficient, announced by Hamamatsu in the

MPPC data-sheet4 is 56 mV ◦C−1, what means that to keep a constant gain, the MPPC

bias must increase 56 mV for every ◦C.

To test this value in our scanner, the previous procedure was repeated, but

introducing a variable compensation temperature coefficient, from 10 mV ◦C−1 up

to 70 mV ◦C−1. Results are depicted in Fig. 3.16.

A linear fit is made for all the plots, and for each the fit slope for each temperature

coefficient is depicted in Fig. 3.16i. This points follows Eq. 3.2

S(x) = m× x+ S(0) (3.2)

where x is the temperature coefficient, S(x) is the fitted slope at a given x, S(0)
is the fitted slope without temperature compensation and m is a correlation factor

between the slope and the temperature coefficient. Solving the fitted equation to

estimate x for which S(x) = 0 (to estimate the temperature coefficient for which the

gain doesn’t change with temperature) gives

x = −S(0)
m

(3.3)

Since S(0) and m are obtained from the data fit, the estimated value for x

is 61±9 mV ◦C−1 for the left side of the U-Shape board and 61±7 mV ◦C−1 for the

right side. Those values are in good agreement with the parameter announced

by Hamamatsu, 56 mV ◦C−1. However, since the experimental conditions in which

4As described in the datasheet of the MPPC series S10362 used in the EasyPET 3D.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 3.16 Several measurements (shown in a) to h)) of the MPPC gain

evolution with temperature, for different temperature coefficients applied

for gain correction, allowed to develop a linear model to estimate the best

temperature coefficient based on linear regression, shown in i).

Hamamatsu measured their temperature coefficient are not known, in particular

the PCB thermal characteristics, the value measured by our experiment, 61 mV ◦C−1,

is more adequate to use in further measurements with EasyPET 3D and was

implemented in the scanner firmware.
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3.3 3D Acquisitions

The next section describes some of the acquired images using the EasyPET 3D

system, reconstructed with MATLAB®. In particular, the first image acquired by the

system when it was mounted for the first time is shown because of the importance

of such achievement for the further developments.

Following the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) standard

NU 4-2008[7], the spatial resolution and image quality of the prototype was

evaluated.

The contribution of the mechanical misalignments on the system for the

reconstructed images is discussed in the last part of this section. Whenever is

possible, simulations and experimental results are compared.

3.3.1 First acquisitions

The first image acquired by the EasyPET 3D system, shown in Fig. 3.17, was

obtained back in September of 2016. It shows two Sodium-22 sources5 separated

by approximately 15 mm. The image was reconstructed in MATLAB® using the

Filtered-Back-Projection algorithm based on the Inverse Radon transform. The

reconstruction parameters used are listed in Tab. 3.2.

Table 3.2 Parameters of the acquisition shown in Fig. 3.17

Pixel Size

[mm]

Number of

Coincidences

FOV

[mm]

Top Motor

Step (°)

Bot. Motor

Step (°)
Rec. Method Filter Interpolation

Frequency

scalling

0.05 4965 ≈ 42.4 0.9 0.9 FBP Hamming Nearest neighbour 0.04

By the time of the first acquisition, the vertical discrimination of events at

different crystals on the same side of the same U-Board was not yet implemented.

Therefore, the image shown represents only the transaxial coordinates of all the

recorded LORs. The acquisition time was approximately 20 min.

5purchased to Spectrum Techniques, with an estimated activity of 5 µCi at the time of acquisition,

the sources have a cylindrical shape with (2.5 mm of diameter and 4.3 mm of height, embedded in a

PMMA disk with 12.7 mm of diameter).
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Figure 3.17 Top view projection of the first acquired image of the EasyPET

3D prototype. The two 22-Sodium sources placed in the FOV center are

clearly separated.

3.3.2 Spatial resolution

The spatial resolution of the system was evaluated using a point-like Sodium-22

source, embedded in a 1 cm3 PMMA cube. The source was centered in one of the

axial slices that corresponds to one of the central pair of scintillators, as shown in

Fig. 3.18a. The image reconstruction only takes into consideration the interactions

detected in the plane of the two detectors in which the source is centered, in order

to avoid parallax effects in the image. An example of one acquisition for the source

located approximately at (15 ; 0 ) mm is shown in Fig. 3.18b.

The acquisition of several images at different distances from the center allows to

evaluate the spatial resolution of the system in the radial direction. Each acquisition

has approximately 5000 counts. The reconstruction parameters used are shown in

Tab. 3.3.

The spatial resolution of the point-like source reconstructed image was evaluated

using the software AMIDE® 6. Results are depicted in Fig. 3.19. They indicates that

the system spatial resolution is constant along the radial direction in the transaxial

6AMIDE stands for A Medical Imaging Data Examiner and can be download from http://

amide.sourceforge.net/.

http://amide.sourceforge.net/
http://amide.sourceforge.net/
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.18 a) Schematic 3D draw of the position of the point-like

Sodium-22 source in respect to the two arrays of scintillators. b) Obtained

image for a source located at (15 ; 0 ) mm, used to evaluate the radial spatial

resolution.

plane, which is expected due to the absence of the parallax effect due to the rotating

acquisition system. The achieved spatial resolution value bellow 1.5 mm is also

an interesting result due to the size of the crystals used, 2 mm, since the intrinsic

limit for the spatial resolution expected for scintillators of this size is 1.3−1.5 mm[8],

which puts the EasyPET 3D on the limit of the expected spatial resolution.

Table 3.3 Parameters used for the acquisition and image reconstruction of

the data used for the spatial resolution study, shown in Fig. 3.19.

Number of

Coincidences

FOV

[mm]

Top

Step (°)

Bot.

Step (°)

Rec.

Nethod
Filter Interpolation

Frequency

scalling

≈ 5000 from ≈ 23 to 57 0.9 0.9 FBP Hamming Nearest neighbour 1

3.3.3 Sensitivity

The system sensitivity was evaluated using the same point-like Sodium-22

source used in the spatial resolution study, but this time the source was placed in

the radial center of the FOV, varying the axial position. The number of recorded

coincidences for each position is shown in Fig. 3.20. The sensitivity was calculated as

the fraction between the number detected coincidences and the estimated number of

decays, during the each scanning. A maximum sensitivity of 0.05% was calculated.

This is a relatively low sensitivity (current commercial preclinical PET scanners can
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Figure 3.19 Radial and tangencial spatial resolution of the EasyPET 3D,

using acquisitions taken with the parameters described in Tab. 3.3, at

different distances from the FOV center. Uniform spatial resolution along

the FOV is achieved, confirming that the EasyPET 3D acquisition method

avoids parallax effects.

reach up to 10%), explained by the reduced number of scintillators used in the

prototype (only 32, while usually thousands are used in preclinical PETs).

3.3.4 NEMA NU-2008 images

The performance of the EasyPET 3D system in terms of preclinical imaging capa-

bilities was evaluated using the NEMA NU-2008 Image Quality (IQ) phantom[7, 9].

This phantom is composed by an uniform region of radioactive material, a second

region with two cold compartments, one filled with water and another with air,

surrounded by radioactive material, and a third region with 5 capillaries of different

diameters, filled with radioactive material. A schematic of the IQ phantom is shown

in Fig. 3.21. The phantom is made of PMMA, and the dimensions of the three

different regions are:

• Cold compartments region Cylinder of radioactive material with 30 mm of

diameter and 15 mm width, with two cylinders with 8 mm of diameter and

15 mm width filled with water and air.
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Figure 3.20 Sensitivity of the EasyPET 3D scanner, evaluated with a

point-like Sodium-22 source in the radial center of the FOV, at different

axial positions.

Figure 3.21 Schematic draw of the NEMA-NU2008 IQ phantom used for

image quality evaluation of the EasyPET 3D[10]

Figure 3.22

• Uniform region Bellow the cold compartments region, there is the Uniform

radioactive region, composed by a cylinder with 30 mm of diameter and
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.23 Reconstructed image of a simulation (a) and an experimental

acquisition (b) of the cold volume of the NEMA-NU2008 IQ phantom. The

simulation has approximately twice the number of coincidences (2.4× 106)

than the experimental acquisition. Scale intensity is normalized between 0

(black) and 1 (white). In the real acquisition, the phantom was rotated and

deviated in respect to the FOV center.

15 mm, fully filled with radioactive material.

• Capillaries region The bottom part of the phantom is made of PMMA with

5 drilled capillaries with varying diameters from 1 to 5 mm and 20 mm width,

filled with radioactive material.

For the experimental acquisitions, the IQ phantom was filled with Fluorine-18,

with an estimated activity of 400 µCi at the beginning of the acquisitions. The

EasyPET 3D axial FOV size of approximately 35 mm limits a full IQ phantom

scanning in the same acquisition. Therefore, two separated acquisitions were made,

and the IQ phantom inserted in the EasyPET system in two different axial positions

for each acquisition: the bottom (cold compartments and uniform regions) and top

(capillaries region) part of the IQ phantom were scanned separately. The results are

shown in Fig. 3.23 and Fig. 3.24.

The reconstructed images shows the LORs (only those detected between

scintillators in the region of interest - considering only scintillators in the region of

the the 20 mm for the capillaries scanning and 15 mm for the cold compartments)

projected in the transaxial plane. The reconstruction parameters were: In the

scanning of the cold compartments region, the phantom was not centred with
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.24 a) Reconstructed image of a simulation (a) and an

experimental acquisition (b) of the capillaries region of the NEMA-NU2008

IQ phantom. The simulation has approximatly twice the number of

coincidences (800× 103) than the experimental acquisition. Scale intensity

is normalized between 0 (black) and 1 (white). In the real acquisition, the

phantom was rotated and deviated in respect to the FOV center.

Table 3.4 Parameters used for the acquisition and image reconstruction

of the NEMA-NU2008 IQ phantom, in the cold zones region, shown in

Fig. 3.23.

Pixel Size

[mm]

Number of

Coincidences

FOV

[mm]

Top

Step (°)

Bot.

Step (°)

Rec.

Nethod
Filter Interpolation

Frequency

scalling

0.05
2.4× 106 (Simu.)

1.2× 106 (Exp.)

≈ 45.6 (Simu.)

≈ 35.3 (Exp.)
0.225 0.9 FBP Hamming Nearest neighbour 0.04

Table 3.5 Parameters used for the acquisition and image reconstruction

of the NEMA-NU2008 IQ phantom, in the capillaries region, shown in

Fig. 3.24.

Pixel Size

[mm]

Number of

Coincidences

FOV

[mm]

Top

Step (°)

Bot.

Step (°)

Rec.

Nethod
Filter Interpolation

Frequency

scalling

0.05
800× 103 (Simu.)

400× 103 (Exp.)

≈ 45.6 (Simu.)

≈ 35.3 (Exp.)
0.225 0.9 FBP Hamming Nearest neighbour 0.04

the FOV during the acquisition, which originated a misalignment on the image.

Nevertheless, the two different regions filled with water and air are still visible on
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the reconstructed image, as well as the uniform radioactive region.

The simulation shows better contrast between the uniform region and the cold

compartments and background. To simplify and accelerate the simulations, only

back-to-back γ photons were simulated at each radioactive decay position, instead of

a full β+ decay process. Due to that, the positron range is not simulated neither the

non-collinearity effect (although it has a minor contribution for image blur in small

animal PETs), what can explain the better contrast seen on the simulation images.

In the acquisition of the capillaries region, shown in Fig. 3.24, all the capillaries

filled with Fluorine-18 are visible except the smaller capillary, with 1 mm of

diameter, which is visible in the simulation but not distinguishable from the

background on the experimental image. This can be due to the difficulty in fill the

small capillary with radioactive material.

A true 3D image reconstruction using a OSEM algorithm developed at the

University of Coimbra was applied for this images and the results are depicted in

Fig. 3.26 and Fig. 3.25. The picture of the capillaries clearly shows all the capillaries

that were filled with the radioactive material. In the image of the cold region, the

intensity difference between the two cold regions is visible, as well as the sensitivity

reduction near the limits of the FOV in the axial direction, that translates into a

less bright regions. The sensitivity function is currently under investigation to be

introduced in the reconstruction algorithm, allowing to achieve even better results.

A picture of the NEMA-NU2008 IQ phantom during the positioning in the

EasyPET 3D bed and inside the system during the acquisition is shown in Fig. 3.27b.

3.3.5 Mechanical problems

During the assembly of the mechanical system responsible for the dual rotation

method in which the EasyPET acquisition is based on, was noticed that some

acquisitions using point-like radioactive sources resulted in ring images instead of

Point-spread-functions, as shown in Fig. 3.28.

This effect is attributed to the initial misalignment of the fan scan performed

by the top motor, as depicted in Fig. 3.29. The fan center is assumed to be always

aligned with the center of rotation (which is coincidence with the transaxial center

of the FOV). This alignment is made at the beginning of the acquisition by an optical

position sensor, which is activated when the PCB board is at a known specific angle

in respect to the fan center. If the sensor triggers the position alarm at a slight

different angle than the expected, then the fan center will be misaligned with the
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.25 Top (a) and lateral (b) views of the cold regions acquisition

shown in Fig. 3.23 reconstructed with OSEM algorithm, using 3 iterations

and 19 subsets, and applying a median linear filter in AMIDE. Bright

regions correspond to higher radioisotope concentration.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.26 Top (a) and lateral (b) views of the capillaries acquisition

shown in Fig. 3.24 reconstructed with OSEM algorithm, using 4 iterations

and 19 subsets, and applying a median linear filter in AMIDE. Bright

regions correspond to higher radioisotope concentration.

center of the FOV.

In terms of sinogram projections, for point-like radioactive sources, as shown in
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.27 a) Preparing the positioning of the NEMA-NU2008 IQ

phantom in the EasyPET 3D acquisition bed. b) The phantom inside the

EasyPET 3D during the acquisition.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.28 a) Reconstructed image of a raw data acquired with a

misalignment in the initial top reference angle of about 5°, using a point-like

Na22 source. b) Correcting the angle deviation in the raw data improves

image spatial resolution and contrast.

Fig. 3.29, this corresponds to an angle deviation of ∆Θ in the sinogram coordinates,

which originates the circular artefact in the image reconstruction.

Images affected by this artefacts can be recovered in several ways. The easiest

and implemented method at the moment is the software correction of the deviation
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Figure 3.29 Schematic draw of the misalignment problem associated with

the top initial angle. All the LORs are affected by the same systematic error

during the acquisition, that can be subtracted from the final data.

angle. This is achieved by subtracting in the raw data the deviation angle ∆Θ from

the recorded fan (top) positions. The result of this method is shown in Fig. 3.28a

and Fig. 3.28b, before and after angular correction, respectively. Although the

software correction is easily implemented, it has two main limitations. The first

is the reduction of the effective FOV, since the subtraction of the deviation angle ∆Θ
reduces the number of usable angular projections by the same factor. In terms of

FOV, this means a reduction of ∆FOV = sin(∆Θ) × d/2, which is approximately

1 mm for ∆Θ = 2°. The other limitation is that since the angular correction is

being applied by software, if the mechanical misalignment angle changes because

of external factors, then the software correction parameter needs to be adapted for

each case, which is not practical.

Another solution to recover the images is to look for the fan symmetries in the

sinogram, since in a perfectly aligned system, point-like objects produce symmetric

sinusoids in the sinogram, while when the angular deviation exists, those sinusoids

will exhibit an offset angle for all the projections, shifting the sinusoids from the

center of the projections axis. This solution avoids the need of a specific correction

angle for each acquisition, since the method should be able to detect the offset angle
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from the sinogram itself. The drawback of this solution is that it may be difficult

to fit sinusoids in complex shape objects, so the method success is dependent of the

presence of good sinusoids in the sinogram (that are usually produced by circular

and small objects like point-like sources).

A third approach is the use of an angular sensor instead of a simple optical

position sensor. If an angular sensor with resolution up to 0.1° is used, then

no matter what mechanical misalignment the system has, the sensor will always

return the correct angle at the reference position with high accuracy. The system

is therefore capable of identify and correct the misalignments before the beginning

of the acquisition. This type of angular sensors are not commercially available, so

we are developing a custom made solution based in two optical sensors and in the

relation between their output signals as a function of the angular position of the

U-Shape board. The sensor is still under development, but if angular resolutions

closer to 0.1° are achieved, then this solution will be implemented at future versions

of the EasyPET.

Deviations of the order of 1° are enough to degrade the reconstructed image,

not only in terms of the objects shape, due to the circular artefact, but also in

terms of contrast, since LORs originated in the same pixels are spread among

neighbours, what make it critical to have a fine control in the initial reference angle

determination.

3.3.6 Commercial prototype

By the time of writing, the EasyPET 3D scanner has already the look of a

commercial product. The industrial partner, RI-TE - Radiation Imaging Technologies,

LDA, is responsible for the product development and design, and also by the

development of a robust control software based on the version developed at

the University of Aveiro. A picture of the first commercial available version of

the product is shown in Fig. 3.30. Nevertheless, research and development of

improvements in terms of the detector technology are still ongoing at the University.

3.3.7 First Preclinical tests

First preclinical images of healthy mouses were performed using the demon-

strator prototype. Animal studies were performed according to the national and

international legislation (Dec-Lei 113/2013, ORBEA 17/2017), at IBILI, the Institute

for Biomedical Imaging and Life Sciences of the University of Coimbra.
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Figure 3.30 Picture of the three easyPET devices developed at University

of Aveiro (on left, the easyPET 2D prototype) and at RI-TE, LDA (center

and right). The system on the middle is the prototype used for the system

characterization presented in this work, while the one on the rigth is the

comercial product recently available.

Figure 3.31 Brain image of a 23 g healthy mouse, using Fluorine-18 (FDG).

Image acquired for 50 min, with an initial activity of 500 µCi and acquisition

one hour after injection. Several brain structures are visible. Image

reconstructed with OSEM algorithm.

Fig. 3.31 shows a mouse brain image using Fluorine-18 (FDG), with an estimated

activity of 500 µCi, one hour after injection and acquired during approximately

50 min. Different brain structures, that captured the radioisotope, are visible in

the image, showing a great potential of the system for preclinical purposes, even
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.32 Axial (a), coronal (b) and sagital (c) view of the reconstructed

image of a 20 g mouse with a left-knee joint injury, injected with NaF

(290 µCi) and scanned 1h after injection and during 1:30h. The main bone

structures (spine and head) are visibible, as well as the left knee injury.

Image reconstructed with OSEM.

considering the small number of detecting cells used.

A different study was performed for bone imaging using another Fluorine-18

radiotracer, the NaF, that is used for identification of malignant and benign lesions

of the skeleton[11]. In this study, a mouse with approximately 20 g with an infection

injury in the joint of the left knee, confirmed by autopsy, was injected with NaF

(estimated activity of 290 µCi) was scanned in three different regions - pelvis,

spine/thorax and head - during 30 min each. From each region, approximately

2.5 cm (axial FOV) was used for the reconstructed image (stacked), shown in

Fig. 3.32. The mouse died during the anaesthesia injection, 45 min after the NaF

administration and before the beginning of the acquisition. The PET image shows

not only the bone regions with major NaF uptake, the spine and the head, but also

shows the knee injury.
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4.1 EasyPET edugate toolkit introduction

To simulate the behaviour of scanners used in Nuclear Medicine, a new software

named GATE (Geant4 Application for Tomography Emission) has been developed

by the OpenGate collaboraton[1]. The software was built on top of Geant4[2] engine,

a Monte-Carlo C++ code already widely validated in High-Energy physics. GATE

has been used for simulations on different imaging techniques besides PET, such as

Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT), Computed Tomography

(CT), Optical Imaging, but also for planning treatments in Radiotherapy and

Hadrontherapy.

As part of the GATE platform, an educational section is available, called

EduGATE[3]. It contains practical miscellaneous examples of how to use GATE for

educative purposes.

In this chapter, a new EduGATE example is presented, dedicated to the EasyPET

2D system, as shown in Fig. 4.1. It is capable of keep up with the real EasyPET

product in terms of image acquisitions, allowing to predict its behaviour and to

understand the basis of a simplified PET scanner. For these reasons, it is an

interesting complement for those who already have access to EasyPET but also for

those who don’t but want to use the simulation capabilities to study or teach PET

technology.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1 (a) Top view of a GATE simulation of EasyPET. Two radioactive

sources (different sizes) are placed in the FOV. (b) Picture of the EasyPET

system available from CAEN S.p.A.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2 (a) Two rotating angles (Top Angle and Bottom Angle) are

needed to perform a valid acquisition. (b) Angular conversion from

rotating angles to sinogram coordinates S and φ.

4.1.1 Working principle

The innovation about the EasyPET acquisition system is at the level of the

number and movement of the scintillation detectors. Instead of use a full ring array

of scintillation detectors, only two cells are used, separated by a distance d. To cover

all FOV, two rotation movements, applied at different axis of rotation, are needed,

as depicted in Fig. 4.1a:

• Fan rotation - rotation axis is located on the front face of one the scintillation

detectors. The angular arc covered by this rotation is defined the Top Range

angle, while the angular increments are defined by the Top Angle.

• Axial rotation - rotation axis is located on the center of the FOV. For each full

fan rotation, an increment in the axial rotation is performed, by an angle called

Bottom Angle

φ = 90° +BottomAngle− TopAngle (4.1)

S = sin(TopAngle)× d/2 (4.2)

where S is the distance of the LOR to the center of the projection axis, φ is the

angle between the projection axis and the x-axis and d is the distance between the

scintillation detectors.
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4.1.2 Simulation Toolkit

A simple Graphical User Interface (GUI), depicted in Fig. 4.3, was developed

using Qt41, and interfaced with Python using PyQt2 Two menus are available in the

GUI. Simulation menu handles the generation of the .mac files that will be used for

the GATE simulation. The second menu, Data Analysis, is meant to allow the user to

analyse the output data and reconstruct the images.

The first parameter that need to be selected is the simulation output path where

the simulation files will be available. After that, the radioactive source must be

chosen. Several pre-defined sources are available. The number of sources their

correspondent position in the simulation volume are also user-defined. Before

generate the simulation files, the movement parameters related with the acquisition

itself must be selected, as described below:

• Step Top is the minimum angular separation between the positions of the

detecting cell in the fan arc during the fan rotation movement. By default

this is selected as 0.9°.

• Top scan range defines the number of arc positions that will be executed. It

must be a multiple of the Step Top defined before.

• Step Bottom is the angular separation between two consecutive axial posi-

tions. The number (integer value) of fan views to be executed during the

acquisition is given by 360°/Step Bottom.

• Time per LOR is the amount of time, in miliseconds, that the mechanic system

will count coincidences in each LOR.

• Number of Turns allows the repetition of more than one turn around the axial

axis. It is used for long acquisitions in order to study dynamic processes,

where fast turns are needed to acquire images at different moments.

When clicking in Start Simulation button, simulation files are created and

simulation starts running using a pre-installed version of GATE, accessible in the

computer. Simulations running in a given moment are displayed in the Running

Simulation list, and are removed from once they finish.

Simulation results are stored in a Root[4] file, located in the directory path

selected in the Simulation menu. The raw data is stored in a form of two Root
1https://www.qt.io
2https://riverbankcomputing.com/software/pyqt/intro
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3 GUI developed in Qt4, interfaced with Python using PyQt.

Two Sodium-22 Spectrum sources (a disk with 2.54 mm of diameter and

10 µCi and a sphere with 0.25 mm of diameter and 10 µCi), at different

locations, are shown as an example. Two menus are available: a) one

to define the simulation parameters and b) the other to reconstruct the

resulting images using Python.
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trees, named SinglesScanner1 and SinglesScanner2, each one corresponding to one

detecting cell. The interaction time, position and energy of each gamma photon

detected, among other variables, are recorded. Each entry of the tree corresponds to

an event where a photon interacted with a detecting cell.

In the Data Analysis menu, Start Analysis button will run in background a Root

script that converts the raw data of the simulation to a sinogram.

Ti extract the coincidences from the raw data to a sinogram, a coincidence

sorter was developed. For each event in one of the detecting cells, the coincidence

sorter searches event in the other cell that occurred within the previously defined

coincidence window. Once a coincidence is found, the corresponding sinogram

coordinates are calculated and the sinogram updated with a new coincidence. The

file containing the sinogram is then stored with the same name as the .root file but

with extension .sinogram. The data in this file is organized as a matrix containing

N ×M integers, where N is the number of φ positions, M the number of S positions

and each integer number is the number of coincidenes detected for each pair (S,φ).

4.1.3 Image reconstruction method

A Filtered-Backprojection (FBP) algorithm distributed by the Python library

scikit-image[5] was implemented for fast image reconstruction. The use of external

software for image reconstruction is then avoided, although data can be exported

for external image reconstruction software if the user needs. Some parameters for

the reconstruction can be selected by the user:

• Filter type to be used in the FBP reconstruction can be selected among Ramp,

Shepp-Logan, Cosine, Hamming, Hann or no filter.

• Interpolation mechanism determines the type of interpolation applied to the

sinogram by the FBP algorithm.

• Pixel size defines the output size of the image. A small pixel size allows the

visualization of smaller details, at the expenses of increase significantly the

noise of the image and also the computing time.

• Gaussian filter - when the pixel size starts to be very small, the use of a

gaussian filter to the sinogram usually smooths the image and remove some

of the noise. However, large values for this filter usually hides small details in

the image.
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• Colormap change is possible directly from the GUI, as well as the Colorbar

limits (using both left and right button of the mouse directly in the colobar).

This option can enhancing details that would be otherwise hidden.

Changing any of this parameters will automatically update the image and

display the new results. There is also the possibility to save the images (sinogram

and reconstruction) in image format, for a latter analysis, if desired.

4.2 Results and discussion

4.2.1 Position Resolution

To validate the simulation toolkit, different acquisitions were performed. Results

are presented in this section.

To evaluate the position resolution of the easyPET system, following NU

4-2008[6, 7] standards methodology for measuring scanner performance parameters

for small-animal PET[7], a Sodium-22 source sphere with 0.25 mm of diameter and

27 µCi embedded in a 1 cm3 cube of PMMA was used. The position resolution was

evaluated for various positions along the radial direction. For each acquisition,

the number of recorded coincidences was approximately 5000, the images where

reconstructed using FBP. A Gaussian fit is applied to the reconstructed images, and

the spatial resolution is measured as the FWHM obtained from the fit. The results

are depicted in Fig. 4.4.

4.2.2 Coincidence time and energy window

The coincidence sorter developed allows to define a coincidence time window

from 1 ps up 100 µs. This allows to observe the effect of large coincidence time

windows for the number of random coincidences and the consequent image quality

degradation.

To evaluate the number of coincidences detected as a function of the coincidence

time window, an acquisition was simulated with two Sodium-22 sources (a disk

with 2.54 mm of diameter and 10 µCi and a sphere with 0.25 mm of diameter and

10 µCi), at different locations ((5;5;0) mm and (-5;0-,0) mm, respectively), using Top

Angle = 0.225°, Top Range = 45°, Bottom Angle = 0.9°, Timer per LOR = 50 ms

and 1 turn. Results are depicted in Fig. 4.5. When the time window rises up to

100 ps, the number of detected coincidences first increases exponentially and then
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Figure 4.4 Spatial resolution for a point-like source located along the

radial position of the scanner. No visible degradation is observed, due to

the non existance of the parallax effect. Results using FBP and MLEM[8]

reconstruction methods are compared. Resolution bellow 2 mm is achieved

for all the measurements.

reaches a plateau. The first increase is explained by the number of true coincidences

that were being discarded due to the extremely short time windows (below 100 ps).

The distance travelled by one photon in 100 ps is about 3 cm, which is the length

of the crystal simulated. Due to that, a photon interaction near the front face of

the crystal is detected up to 100 ps before a similar interaction near the rear face of

the crystal (not considering the delays due to scintillation and the optical photons

travelling inside the crystal), explaining why true coincidences are lost when small

time windows are considered in the simulations.

For values above 100 ns, random coincidences start to appear. The number of

detected coincidences increase again because of random coincidences, that will have

a negative effect in the image quality.

For this simulations we considered sources with relatively low activity (up to

30 µCi) and only two crystals, as shown in Fig. 4.1a. Although the left part of

the plateau region is reached for the same time windows, independent of the

activity and number of crystals, the second increase of the number of considered
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Figure 4.5 Number of coincidences detected as a function of the

coincidence time window, for a simulation with two sources of 10 µCi each.

A well defined plateau appears, when the coincidence time window is

enough for detect almost all the true coincidences and discards non-true

concidences.

coincidences, here observed for time windows above 100 ns, is dependent of the rate

of events (higher rates means higher probability to detect random coincidences) and

of the number of crystals (more crystals leads to higher number of scattered events).

Fig. 4.6 shows the reconstructed images of the previous simulation, using different

coincidence time and energy windows. For very short time windows (below 100

ps), the loss of counts is the main factor for the image quality degradation, while no

visible degradation is seen for large coincidence windows until its value remains

below 10 µs. For higher time windows, the random coincidences introduce a

noticeable noise in the final image.

In terms of energy windows selection, since in this situation low activity sources

(bellow 100 µCi are simulated, the positive effect of the increase of the ratio between

true and random coincidences that is achieved through the energy selection of only

the 511 keV events is not noticeable. In fact, the image quality decreases when an

extreme energy cut ( 400− 600 keV) is applied to the events, due to the reduction of

the number of coincidences and consequently decrease of the S/N ratio.
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Figure 4.6 Effect of the coincidence time and energy windows for the final

image. For very narrow time windows the resulting image is poor, having

low statistic, and for large windows, the noise due to randoms deteriorates

the results. Also in this case the energy selection of 511 keV events lowers

the statistics and deteriorates the image.
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The demand of low cost and high performance PET scanners for small animals,

specially due to the small organs size of those animals, the demand for new drugs

and therapeutics, the high cost of this equipments and the recent technological

advances in the fields of radiation detection has driven the recent development in

the scanners industry.

In this work we propose two innovative PET scanners that combine performance

with low cost, manly due to the different imaging acquisition methods that allows

the reduction of the components needed to build the devices, with a consequent

reduction of the hardware and software complexity, thus reducing manufacture

costs.

The DRIM-PET is a PET scanner concept that uses a full ring of detecting

cells composed by scintillators (LYSO) and MPPCs for light readout. It uses a

dual-ended light readout for the scintillators calculate the DOI of the γ rays in

the scintillator, using an external ring of MPPC in one end of the scintillator and

and a small number of inner wavelength shifter fibers for light collection on the

other end. This allows the reduction of the number of MPPCs to be used in the

system, and at the same time the electronic complexity for the readout circuit. In

this thesis, we evaluated the feasibility of the concept through the characterization

of a unitary cell (scintillator and photodetector) in different experimental conditions,

comparing the results obtained with PMTs and MPPCs with simulations. DOI

spatial resolution close to 3 mm was obtained using only PMTs and close to 6 mm
when one of the PMTs is substituted by the wavelength shifter fiber. The use of

MPPCs as a substitute for PMTs resulted in a DOI spatial resolution close to 7 mm,

using dual-ended MPPC method, with an energy resolution between 24 and 32% at

511 keV. The characterization using MPPCs and the wavelength shifter fiber is still

under development.

The second low cost PET scanner developed during this thesis is the 3D version

of the EasyPET. The EasyPET, that started as a research project for high school

students, rapidly demonstrated capabilities compared with commercially available

PET scanners. While the first prototypes had only one pair of detecting cells,

that rotated in respect to two different rotation axis, could only take 2D images

of radioactive sources, the 3D version developed kept the simple features of the

first prototype but gained the capability of 3D imaging through the increase of

detecting cells to 16 on each block (the system has two rotating blocks) with a low

cost electronic readout system, maintaining the low cost of the equipment.

We demonstrated the success application of a resistive chain multiplexing
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system for the MPPC readout, instead of individual readout, which allowed the

reduction of the electronic channels needed for the analog frontend from 32 to 4,

what allowed to keep the U-Shape frontend board that was developed for the first

EasyPET prototype.

In terms of analog circuitry, besides the coincidence sorter mechanism that

was already in the first EasyPET version, we included an integrator stage for

spectroscopy, that allows to digitize the signals from the MPPC directly on the

U-Shape board, without the need of external digitizer devices. To achieve this, a

simple peak detector and sample-and-hold circuit was successfully developed and

integrated with a single shot ADC, both included in the current EasyPET 3D. The

performance of this circuit was simulated using a basic Monte Carlo simulation

developed in Matlab, that took into account different noise levels and electronic gain

for the analog frontend. Noise levels between 0 and 40 mV were simulated, while a

noise level of about 25 mV was experimentally measured. Results were compared

and are in agreement, both indicating that high noise levels or low analog frontend

gain reduces the quality of the multiplexing circuit.

The coincidence sorter developed has a minimum coincidence time window of

40 ns and a dead-time bellow 5 to 10 µs, that corresponds to the time needed to

communicate the coincidences information between the electronic microprocessor

to the computer. The arrival time delay of the signals in the multiplexing system was

measured to be up to 2 ns, with a maximum dispersion of 3.2 ns FWHM, what should

not affect our coincidence sorter mechanism since the coincidence time window size

is much larger.

Since two temperature sensors are included in the U-Shape board, the MPPC

response variation with temperature was evaluated in the board, for real ac-

quisitions, and the results showed that the temperature coefficient measured is

61±9 mV and 61±9 mV(for each temperature sensor), what is close to the value from

the manufacture, 56 mV. The measured value was implemented in our system,

compensating this way the MPPC gain for a range of temperatures.

In terms of image reconstruction, several acquisition were made. We show the

first results in September, 2016, when for the first time the 3D EasyPET system

produced an image of two Na22 sources separated by 15 mm.

The Spatial resolution of the system was evaluated following the NEMA NU

4-2008 standard, with a point-like Sodium-22 source, embedded in a 1 cm3 PMMA

cube. Results with FBP showed spatial resolutions values bellow 1.5 mm. An

acquisition of the IQ phantom F22 is also shown and compared with simulated
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results. The visualization of the capillaries, cold regions and uniform regions of

the phantom demonstrated the good imaging capability of the device, despite of the

reduced number of detecting cells. FBP and OSEM images are shown.

The sensitivity of the prototype, calculated using the same point-like Na22

source, is about 0.05%, maximum value in the center of the FOV. This low sensitivity

is explained by the reduced number of scintillators used in the prototype (only 32),

comparing with other preclinical PET scanners.

Regarding the discussion about some of the mechanical problems that affect the

correct operation of the EasyPET, it was shown that an initial angular misalignment

of the device, due to the position sensor malfunction or incorrect location, less than

1° was enough to distort the images. Currently, the angular correction of the raw

data through the software compensation of the deviation angle is implemented and

working, but in the future a more robust angular positioning sensor, currently under

development, will be used.

A comparison between the EasyPET concept evolution is made in the end of

the chapter, where three products are shown: the initial EasyPET 2D, developed

for high-school students, the EasyPET 3D prototype developed for demonstration

proposes, developed and used along this thesis, and the recently available EasyPET

3D product, an improved version with better aesthetics and mechanics, for the

training of health-professionals at Universities and research centers and for basic

preclinical images of small animals.

The first tests with small animals were presented, using Fluorine-18 for two

different applications: brain imaging and bone/spine. In both studies, the great

potential of the EasyPET 3D was demonstrated, even for the prototype version

with reduced number of scintillators, that was capable of distinguish brain regions

with different Fluorine-18 FDG uptakes in the first case, and showed some of the

bone structures with more Fluorine-18 NaF uptake, specially the spine and a knee

injury, in the second study. These results are in step with optimistic prospects

for the future preclinical EasyPET 3D, with enhanced features. The increase of

the number of detecting cells, the development of an intelligent scanning method,

able to reduce the acquisition time in low concentration regions, thus increasing the

overall sensitivity, and the inclusion of a simplified version of a CT scanner are the

main goals for the future of the project of the EasyPET 3D.

During the study and optimization of the initial EasyPET 2D prototype, the

need of a simulation engine that capable of reproduce the experimental acquisitions

of the system lead to the development of the EasyPET toolkit based on GATE. It
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is an important tool to understand the EasyPET operation principles and all the

geometric parameters related with imaging acquisition. The toolkit was developed

with the propose of guiding the students through the interaction with the physical

device, exploring different acquisition parameters such as the angular steps and

different FOV sizes, the speed of the acquisition, the coincidence time window and

the energy threshold for the detected γ photons. The type, number and position of

the radioactive sources is also selected by the students.

A simple FBP algorithm for image reconstruction with multiple input param-

eters was included, what allows the students to evaluate the final reconstructed

image at different conditions.

Three experiments are suggested in this thesis: the evaluation of the position

resolution of the system using a point-like Sodium-22 source, the effect of the

coincidence time and energy windows for the reconstructed image.

The toolkit has demonstrated very similar results comparing with the physical

EasyPET system. The simulated spatial resolution obtained is bellow 2 mm, which

is in good agreement with experimental data, and can be compared to commercially

available PET scanners with the same crystal size.

In the future, we want to make the toolkit available as part of the EduGate

toolkit code, making it useful not only for students that already have access to an

EasyPET system (that can use the toolkit to compare simulated and experimental

acquisitions), but also for other students that do not have access to the EasyPET but

can benefit from the software while learning.
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